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PREFACE 

This report is an expanded version of an unpublished review originally 
prepared for the New York State Director of Criminal Justice in the Spring of 1983. 
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the many researchers and criminal 
justice officials in other states who contributed f'nformation to this effort, 
either by telephone or in the form of written materials. Special thanks ar~ 
extended to Chris Zimmerman, who made important contributions to the conceptual 
framewBrk around which this report is organiz~d, and to Doug McDonald and Scott 
Christianson, who provided thoughtful commentary on the original draft • 
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1. SUMMARY .. 

r\t~ 

This review of sentencing structures adopted in other states was undertaken 
to assist policy makers involved in the development of a more determinate 
sentencing structure for New York State. The report clarifies the terminology used 
to characterize"'sentencing systems, and provides brief descriptions of current 
sentencing practices for each of the fifty states. Included are discussions of the 
potential effects of determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines on 
di screti on,accountabil ity, di sparity, di scrimi nati on, proporti ona 1 i ty, severi ty, 
and prl)son populations. Information is also provided regarding the reported 
effects of sentencing reform in eight states: California, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maihe, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania. 

The labels used to characterjze sentenci'ng systems have been inconsistently 
defined and applied. The lack of uniform definitions has obscured 'certain issues 
that aretentral to the evaluation of potential sentencing structures. Explicit 
agreement on a common set of definitions is a prerequisite for meaningful public 
po 1 icy debate about sentencing structures. 
D 

The definitions adopted for this report have been selected because they are 
useful for clarifying the issues and o~tions .policy makers must consider. 
Specifically, they treat the structuring of Judicial discretion and the structuring 
of post-sentencing discretion as separable issues. Features that limit post
sentencing discretion inc]ude parole guidelines, min/max sentences,fixed 
sentences, and determinat~ sentences. Features that limit judicial discretion 

'i\inclyde statutory limits, mandatory sentences, presumptive sentences, and 
sentencing guidelines. 

Structures that LimitPQst-Sentencing DiStretion 

Parole guidelines. Parole guidelines are procedures and standardized criteria 

1 
1,1 , 
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to be used by a parole board in determining the length of time that an 
offender should remain in prison. Criteria typically include measures of 
offense seriousness, criminal history, and institutional behavior. Parole 
guidelines can be used in conjunction with min/m~x sentencing, b~t ar~ . 
incompatible with determinate sentencing, for Wh1Ch post-sentenc1ng d1scretl0n 
regarding sentence lengths is definitionally excluded. 

Mill/max sentencing. Min/max sentencing is a system wherein the court 
specifies a minimum and maximum term of incarceration, but the parole board 
determines the actual release date within the limits of the court-imposed 
sentence. The degree to which a min/max sentence limits post-sentencing 
discretion depends on th~ specified range. If the minimum is "zero" and the 
maximum is IIlife", -the sentence is totally indeterminate. If the minimum 
equals the waximum, the sentence is "determinate" (as def~n~ below). S-¥stems 
vary as to whether "good time" may be deducted from the mlnlmum, the maXlmum, 
or both. 

Fixed sentencingo
• The term "fiJ<ed sentencing ll is used differently in 

different states. A definition tha~:encompasses all these usages views fixed 
sentencing as a special case of min/max sentencing. Only a single term is 
specified by the court, but it is treated as a maximum period of incarceration 
for which an associated minimum is automatically implied. The implied minimum 
is E':qual to the maximum in determinate systems, b,ut for an indeterminate 
system it might be "zero" for all sentences, one year for all sentences, or 
some constant fraction of the maximum (e.g., 1/3). Not all fixed sentences 
are determi nate, but a 1] determi nate sentences are fi xed. 

Determinate sentencing~ Determinate sentencing is a system iry which the 
court specifies a fixed term of incarceration that must be served 1n full 
(minus good time). The influence of correctional authorities on actual time 
served in prison is limited to awarding (or revoking) good time credits on the 
basis of institutional behavior; there is no discretionary parole release. 

Structures that Limit JUdicial Discretion 

Statutory Limits. In most states? the legislature has placed constr~ints 
on judicial discretion by establishing upper limits, lower limits, or ranges 
for each offense. The court may not impose'terms of incarceration that are 
shorter than specifi ed by the lower 1 imits or lOXlger than specifi ed by the 
upper limits. The limits could apply to the fixed terms in a determinate 
system; they could apply to the fixed terms, maximum terms, or minimum terms 
in an indeterminate system. Statutory lower limits on terms of incarceration 
do not necessarily imply mandatory incarceration; the court may have the 
discretion to impose either a non-incarcerative sentence or an incarcerative 

'"='" sentence with in the all owab 1 e range. 

Mandatory sentences. Mandatory sentencing involves a minimum 
incarcerative sentence that must be imposed for certain crimes or categories 

3 

of offenders, without an option for proDation, suspended sentence, or 
,~ifimedi~te ~arole ery~i~ility. ~ndatory provisions can apply to the "in/out" 
aetermlnatlon, the thlO1mum term, the maximum term, or some combination of 
these. Mandatory Wrovisions can be incorporated into both determinate and 
indeterminate sys~ems. 

Presumptive sentencing. In some states, judges' decisions are 
constrained by a legislatively established "presumptive" sentence. It is 
presumed that a specific sentence identified by statute (e.g., a determinate 
sentence of three years minus good time for house burglary) will be the 
sentence imposed in all unexceptional cases. If mitigating or aggravating 
circumstances. eXist, the sentence usually may be lengthened or shortened 
within specific boundaries, but a judge cannot impose a prison sentence 
outside the specifiect range. Presumptive sentencing is similar to mandatory 
s~ntencing in that the sentencing prescriptions carry the force of law. It 
dlff~r~ from mandatory sentencing in that presumptive sentencing provides 
expl1clt procedures for exceptional handling of legitimately exceptional 
cases. 

SentenCing guidelines. Sentencing guidelines can be implemented through 
legislation, j~dicial decree, or ~y voluntary judicial adoption. Guidelines 
generally speclfy a narrow range of sentencing options from which a specific 
sentence is to be selected for unexceptional cases. The range of sentences 
specified is typically determin~g by the seriousness of the offense, the 
offe~der:s criminal history, prevailing sentencing practices, or various' 
comblnatl0n~ of these elements. Compliance with guidelines may be voluntary 
or p.resumptlVe. Descriptive guidel'ines merely provide empirical information 
~bou~ ~~st.practice in the hope that judges will examine more 9arefully their 
Justlflcatl0n~for sentences that depart drastically from the n6rm. 
Alt~rnatively, guidelines may be prescriptive and presumptive, holding judges 
~trlctlY accountable for sentences outside the specified ranges. For example, 
Judges may be required to justify exceptional sentences in writing, or such 
sentences may be subject to automatic appellate review. 

Parole Board Functions 

Altr,ough determinate sentencing precludes early release at the discretion af 
the parole botrd , parole boards or institutional review boards in other states have 
retained some,p.· all oJ~the following functions: reviewing sentencing disparity, 
waiving parole supervision~ establishin~ the length of parole supervision: fixing) 
minimum terms for life senfences, reviewing good time ~redits and discipl'inary 
actiOns, determi ni n9 re l'ease' dates for offenders sentenced befcire determi nate 
sentencing took effect;, or ~upervising p,~rolees (typically in less populous 
states). 

~J 
Q 
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The Effects of Guidelines and Determinate Sentencing 

Recent ~ttempts at sentencing reform have varied considerably in intent and in 

the mechanisms that states have devised to pursue their objectives. Where their 

objectives have been explicated, they have tended to emphasize proportional 

puni shment, i ncapacitati on of dangerous offenders, and reduction in di spariy and 

discrimination. Rehabilitative goals typically have been de-emphasized. The 
f\ 

specific mechanisms adopted have varied in the degree to which sentences are 

mandatory, 'the degree t.o, whi ch sentences 'are determi nate, and the degree to whi ch 

guidelines or statutory Ipresul11ltions" have been used to structure or limit 

discretion. 

According to the definitions adopted in this report, onlY,nine states have 

implemented determinate sentencing structures: California" Colorado, Cbnnecticut, 

Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Minnesota, New Mexico, and North Caro'Tina. Infonnation 

is provided regarding reported effects in five of the,m: Califo,rnia, Illinois, 

Indiana, Maine, and Minnesota. Information is also provided regarding the results 

in three states that have tested or adopted sentencing guidelines.wit~Jn 
~ . ., 

indeterminate systems. They are Maryland, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. The 

following is a condensed discussion of the theoretical and reported ability of 

determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines to further some of the goals of 

sentencing reform. 

Discretion. A change from indeterminate tO,determinate sentencing transfers 

control over sentence length from tpe par()le board to the courts and corrections 

officials. Sentencing guidelines are int~nded to structure the exerci~~ of 

judicial discretion, but may be vulnerable to circumvention. Depen'dtng on the 
<) • 

detailed provisio{'s of the guidelines system and on'the control the court'exercises 

over prosecutor; al di'scretion, the combi ned result of determi nate ~entenci:ng and 

sentencing guidelines could be eithe~ to concentrate sentence length determination~ 
in the court or to shift control over sentence length to police and prosecutors. 

\1 

~,---------- .... -----
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Determinate systems vary greatly in the constraints placed on judicial 

discretion. Some systems allow judges wide discretion over "in/out" decisions~ 

whereas others tightly structure judges' choices. Some permit a great deal of 

latitude, in deciding sentence If;,ngth; others do not. Maine~ for example,provides 

no formal standards to guide judge's decisions within the broad statutory 

alternatives provided.' On the> other hand, Minnesota's guidelines provide very 

limited discretion oin sentence selection, and impose strict aecountabil ity for 

sentences outside the guidelines. 

Accountabi 1 ity. Determj nate sentenci fig can empower judges with most of the 
I\, . ' ,.. \-. 

resporl.$ibility for sentence leogth~:Given that responsibility, sentencing 
\j 

guidelines 'can be applied in a manner,;that makes judges accountable for individual 

sentence lengj;h decision.s. Guideljnes expHitate public policy regarding the 
;:'~::::.,r ,( # 

legitimacy of sentencing criteria and ,the ha~dling of offenders who are similarly 

situated with respect to thos~ criteria,. C{lf~sequently, .they provide the means of 

defi ni ng and revi ewi ngexceptlona 1 sentences. 

Sentencing guidelines also intentionally shift some of the power to establish 
r;;/ .' 

sent,encing policy from the laca'l level to the state level. One of the explicit 

re,sons for establishing sent~ncing guidelines is to. reduce interjurisdictional 

Variations in ,sentencing patterns. This may pose adilelTlma for elected judges, who 

will, find :them~elves sirnulta~eously a,ccountable
C 

f9r, up,ho~ding ~tate and local 

standards. 
/ ) 

,ii ll'lsparity and Oiscrimlnation. Discrimination in sentencing is .90 systematic 

disctepancy that arise,s from the application of illegitimate $:f!ntencing criteria. 

, Dfsparity'c; s u~~arr;anted v~r~(atiol"that resul ts from i nconsistentapp 1 i cat; on of 

crfteria,; wheth'er[~legit:imC!-te at illegitimate. Sentencing guidelines explicate 
;. '. Co . t, '. ' C . t.~ 

publ;cpol'icy regardi,og'both the goals of sentencing and the criteria that are to 

"be applied" i!1ma~,ing 'sentencing decisions. To the extent public agreement on these 

issu~s ,c~n'be ,\~hieVed~ 'di~p".r,ii:Y and discrimination can be more clearly defined 

and mqte" egisiJy',,:monjJQr~d.)! ,""" 
. f! ,,' \, 

" \ 
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o The determinate sentencing system in Cal iforni a has substanti ally reduced the 

variability in sentence lengths for a. number of offenses, and it has virtually 

eliminated the systematic difference between sentence lengths for males and1lfemales 

convicted of similar crimes.' Likewise~ the Minnesota guidelines have been credited o 
with reducing disparities among sentences for offenders who are usimilarly 

situated,i'as defined by conviction offense and criminal history score. However, 

most of the available literature has examined disparity and discrimination in 

relation to conviction offense; it is uncertain whether or in which instances 

disparity and discrimination might have been perpetuated through adjustments in 

plea bargaining practices. 

The net effects of determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines on 

disparity and discriminati'on (and on proportionality more generally) depend in part 

on whether the structure a.dopted succeeds in ~on,;entrating effective discretion in 

the courts. If it does, then monitoring compn::ance with the guidelines and 
~'::.,. 

refining the gUl~li~lines in the light of experien~ may eventually effect net 

reductions in disptG~ity and discrimination. If ef-f~ctive discretion shifts.to 

police and prosecutors, this may reflect concerted efforts to maintain the status 

quo; under the latiter conditions disparity and discrimination may be perpetuated or 

may even increase. 

" 

Severity. The imposition of sentencing g'ui,delines gives the legislature, the 

judiciary, or a' guidelines commission closer control over sentence severity. 

Depending on their inclinations this could result in generally more severe 

sentences, generally 1 ess severe 'sentences, or increased severity for some ki nds of 

" cases ba.l anced against de~raa~~d severity for others. Thus, there is the option to 

adopt a gutdelines system that will keep prison populat,bns within existing 

\ capacity or to finance aJ'y increases that ne~ sentencing criteria might produce. 

'-' In any case, thee combjnation, Of determinate sentencing and sentencing guidel i,nes 

greatly faci 1 itates forecasti ng pri son popul a.tions for pel anning purposes. 

.) 

Among the{~3~}ltesexamined, rates of impri'sonment given conviction increased 

following changes in sentencing structure in California,. Illinois, and Maine. 

" 

". 
--..,--.. -,-.~" ........... -",,---~- ...... -~-~ ..... __ • __ ~._~~ • ".';_",_~"",,,,"_ • .-< •• ~.,.~_,,. _. __ ••• r~.< __ <""".<~·_ ~-.-.~_~ ,,,~, . ..-."_~,,.....,<~~_ 
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Average sentence'lengths and time served inc'reased in California, Indiana, Maine, 

and (for more serious offenses) in Illinois and Maryland. In most cases, however, 

these increases continued trends which began prior to the introduction of new 

systems. In a few states, sentencing guide1ines have apparently been successful in 

altering the sentence mix; that is; incarceration rates and average sentence 

1 en~ths have 
p:ff-4nders. 

increased for more)' seri ous offenders and decreased for 1 ess seri ous 

Prison populations. Prison populations have increased in every state 

reviewed, in most cases continuing trends that began before the adoption of new 

sentencing structures. However, the increases were especially sharp in two states, 

Maine and Indiana, where determinate sentencing was adopted without effective 

constraints on sentencing discretion. 

Some states have moved to blunt the trend toward more severe sentences. 

Minnesota requires continuous monitoring and revision of their guidelines to keep 

prison populations within 95 percent of rated capacity. Pennsylvania and Maryland 

have been partially successful in offsetting the impact of increased sentence 

lengtfis for more serious offenders. The reforms in these states provided for 

decreases i~sentence lengths imposed on less serious offenders. 

Real time. The dramatic difference between symbolic maximum terms and the 

typical time served under an indetermi,nate system poses a difficult challenge for 

policy ~akers who are designing a determinate sentencing system. Systems that do 

not produce sentences that are equivalent in net Ureal time" to current practice 

Will increase prison and jail populations and incur attendant increases in public 

expenditures. However, determ; nate sentences that areequiva 1 ent to current 

practice will appear superficially to be "soft on crimen. Given the public 

sentill]ent for more punitive sanctions, it is difficult for legislators to embrace 

and defend equivalent 'real time sentences. 

.. 1. 
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Compliance. Formal compliance with sentencing guidelines and other 
presumptive provisions depends on legal authority and credible enforcement 
mechanisms. Even where there has been substantial formal compliance (notably in 
CaJiforni.a and Minnesota) court room participants have to some extent been able to 
use the new structures as ifistruments for the exercise of discretion. Aggravating 
and mitigating circumstances,enhancements for weapons use and victim lnJury, 
probation disqualifiers, and the elements of criminal history scores have all 
become "bargaining chips" in plea negotiations. 

Nevertheless, there does not appear to have been an automatic shift of control 
over plea bargaining from judges to prosecutors. Rather, the influence patterns 
that exist in a given jurisdiction prior to a change in structure seem likely to 
persist within a new structure. For exampl::~turisdictions in,which plea 
bargaining has previously been judged-dominated are likely to continue to be judge-

~';;'~ 

dominated. 

Feedback. If both sentencing and post-sentencing dis.cretion are minimi~,ed, 
the justice system loses much of its ability to adjust informally to changes in 
,crime patterns, system resources, or pre-sentence processi ng •. To compensate for 
this loss, and to adjust to efforts to circumvent the system, it is necessary to 
provide formal feedback mechanisms. For example, Minnesota has provisions for 
revising its sentencing guidelines if prison populations exceed 95 percent of 
prison capacity; Michigan makes inmates eligible for parole consideration 90 days 
early when prisons are overcrowded; and the California Board of Prison Terms 
reviews sentence disparity and good time credits. 

The Minnesota Guidelines Commission has been especially diligent in monitoring 
compliance with the guidelines and "evaluating changes,,)in case processing that may 
circumvent the intent of the guidelines. As a result the Commission has been able 

'" to modify the guidelines to keep prison populations within capacity and to prevent 
"inflation" of criminal history scores. Explicit feedback mechanisms permit 
adjustments in system operation while increasing the likelihood that such 

9 

adjustments will be consistent with the public policy embodied in the formal 
sentencing structure. 
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II. BACKGRnUND 
I ;~" 

Corrections in the unitepates has experienced a shift away from 
rehabilitation as an organizing principle. 1 This shift was accompanied by renewed 
emphasis on deterrance, incapacitation, and a "just deserts" philosophy,2 which 
emphasizes retribution proportional to the seriousness of criminal behavior. At 
the sain~ time, there has been increasing concern about disparity in sentencing and 
about inconsi(stent appli.cation Qf post-sentence discretion (by parole boards or 
other "resenl~encing" authorities).3 During the past decade, the concern over 
disparity, ihe shift away f~om rehabilitative ideals, and the public· s desire for 
more puniti"ve sanctions have been reflected in revisions of the sentencing 
structures in nearly everystate. 4 

A number of specific objectives have been articulated as the basis for such 
Ehanges in senten~ing structure. These objectives have included~ 

1. mak tng a tl ear s.tatement that puni shment is the primary purpose of pri son 
sentences; 

2. insuring proportionality in sentencing (wherein more serious offenses 
result in more serious sanctions); 

3. reducing disparity and discrimination; 

4. increasing judicial accountability in sentencing; 

5. providing more severe penalties for violent crimes and repeat 
offenders. 

As an additional qbjective, the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines :ommission 
explicitly sought to avoid exceeding current prison capacity. However, most states 

, . 'iJ , 

either have ignored the potential effects of sentencing reform on prison 
populations, .,or they have opted to finance any projected increases. 5 

Ci ~\\ 
" The specific sentencing structures adopted in pursuit of these objectives have 

varied considerably in the degree to which, sentences are determinate, the degree to 

' ....... :1 
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which sentences are mandatory, and the degree to which guidelines or statutory 
"presumptions" have been used to structure or limit discretion. 6 Summaries of the 
sentencing structures in each of the fifty states are given in"-'the Appendix to this 
report. Generally speaking, there has been a trend toward mandatory incarcera
tion,? longer periods of incarceration, and more determinate sentences, accompanied 
by reductions in the discretion entrusted to judges and parole boards. 

The potential effects of such changes on disparity, "'discrimination, 
proportionality, severity, accountability, and prison populations are discussed in 
Section IV. Section VI summarizes the results of modifying sentencing structures 
in eight states': California, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, 
Minnesota, and Pennsylvania. 

III. DEFINITIONS 

The, labels used to characterize sentencing systems have been inconsistently 
defined and applied. In a 1981 survey of sentencing practices,8 the Pennsylvania 
Commission on Crime and Delinquency classified sentencing structures as 
"determin(~te" in 24 of the 35 states reviewed~ In 1982, The New York State 
Department of Correctional Services classified sentencing systems in 13 states as 
either "presumptive determinate"", I'determinate discretionary, II 01" "judici.al 
determinate. 119 One report published by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) in 
198310 classified sentencing structures as "determinate" in 25 of the 50 states, 
while another report published by BJS in the same yearll listed only 9 of the 50 
states in the "determinate sentencingll .. category. 

" 

The lack oT uniform definitions· has obscured certain issues that are central 
to the evaluation of potential sentencing structure~. For example, some authors 
have included the possibility of discretionary parole release in their definitions 
of "deterllJinate s'~nten'cjngll; others have specifically excl uded it. Some have 
assumed that "determinate sentencing" includes mandatory sentences or sentencing 
guidelines; others have not. Becau~e th~:terms used to characterize sentencing 
systems have not yet, acqui red a consi stent set of meanings" the debate regarding 
potential sentencing structures has often been muddled and~laborious. A first 

a 

order of business for meaningful public policy debate about sentencing structures 
is arriving at an e~plicitagreement on a common set of definitions~. 

The definitions adopted for thi s r,eport have cnot been sel ected arbitrarily. 
Our review of sentencing systems suggests that some definitions are more useful 
than others for clarifying the issues and options policy makers must consider. 
Specifically, we recommend a set of narrow definitions similar to those adopted in 
the BJS Bulletin entitled "Setting Prison Terms. 1112 These definitions treat 
"determinatenesslland IImandatoriness" as separaqle issues. They are preferable to 
the more inclusive interpretations adopted by some reviewers because they highlight 
the distinction between judicial discretion and post-sentencing discretion. The 

12 
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distinction also makes it more obvious that judicial discretion and post-sentencing 
\) 

discretion can be structured independently. 

Structures that Limit Post-Sentencing Discretion 

Sentencing structures vary considerably in the degree to which sentence length 
is fixed at the time of sentencing. The more tightly the sentence imposed by a 
judge constrains post-sentencing discretion, the more "determinate" the sentence. 
A sentence is less "determinate" to the extent that the length of time under state 
control can subsequently be established or altered by resentencing authorities 
(parole board or other corrections officials). A totally indeterminate system is 
one in which the sentence specifies whether a defendant is"to be incarcerated, but 
the term of incarceration and the length of time under parole .supervision are left 
totally to the discretion of corrections officials. A totally determinate system 

'\ would be one in which the sentence imposed by the judge specifies -whether a 
~defendant is to be incarcerated, theLprecise length of incarceration, and the time 
,under parole supervision. Prior to 1977, California1s sentencing system had been 

almost totally indeterminate. At the other extreme, Maine1s present sentencing 
system is almost totally determinate. However, most states have adopted systems 
that allow intermediate degrees of post-se~tencing discretion~' Figure 1 depicts 
the contraints on post-sentencing discretion associated with parole guidelines, 
min/max sentencing, and determinate sentencing. These~are defined as follows: 

~ -, 

Parole guidelines. Parole guidelines are procedures'and,,~tandardized 
criteria to be used by a parole board in determining the length of time that 
an offender should remain in pri son. Criteri a typically incl ude mea,sures of 
offense seriousness, criminal history, and institutional behavior. Paro1e 
guidelin,es can generally be used in conjunction with min/max sentenc'ing, but 
are incompatible with determinate sentencing, for which post-sentencini ' 
discretion regarding sentence lengths is definitionally excluded. 

Min/max sentencing. Min/max sentencing isa system wherein the court 
specifies a minimum and maximum term of incarceration, but the parole board 
determines the actual release date, within the limits of the court-imposed 
sentence. The degree ,;to which a min/max sentence limits post-sentencing 
discretion depends on the specified range. If the minimum is "zero" and the 
maximum is "life", the sentence is totally indeterminate. If the minimum 
equals the maximum, the sentence is "determinate U (as defined below). Systems 
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FIGURE 1 
o II 

THE RANGE OF POST~SENTENCING DISCRETION IN DETERMINING SENTENCE LENGTH 
[The Thdeterminate/Determinate Issue] 
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ff vary as to whether "good time ll
. may be deducted from the mi nimum, the maximum, 

or both. 

Fixed sentencing. The tenn "fixed sentencing" is used differently in 
different stat~s. A definition that encompasses all these usages views fixed 
sentencing as a special ca~e of min/max sentencing. Only a single term is 
specified by the court, but it is treated as a maximum period of incarceration 
for which an associated minimum is automatically implied. The implied minimum 
is equal to the maximum in determinate systems, but for an indeterminate 
system it might beuzero" for an sentences, one year for an sentences, or 
some constant fracti on of the maxi mum (e. g., 1/3). Not all fi xed sentences 
are d1!termi nate, but all determi nate. sentences are fi xed. 

, ("1 "'- • ..q: ~ ,\ ,dJ 
,.~ 

Determinate Sentencing. Determinate sentencing is a system in which the 
court specifies a fixed term of incarceration that must be served in full 
(minus good time). The influence of correctional authorities on actual ,time 
served in prison is limited to awarding (or revoking) good time credits' on the, 
basis of institutional behavior; there is no discretionary parole release." 

o 

In states that have truly instituted determinate sentencing, parole boards el
J 

have been eliminated or their functions modified. 13 Although determinate 

sentencing precludes early release at the discretion of the parole board, other, 

functions .. typica11y performed by parole boards remain important. Each of the 
b 

following functions is performed in one or mOY'e states by a parole board or an 

institutional review board within a d~termir.ate sentencing structure: o 

" 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

c:) 

reviewingt;entencing j.~\sparity; 
waiving parolelWuperv;is';on; co 

establishing th'e31ength of parole supervision; 
·;fi xi ng pri son terms for·· 1 i fe sen~nces;' " 
reviewing good time credits and disciplinary actions; c 

determining release dates for offenders sentenced before a determinate 
structure tOQ.k effed; 
supercvi sing parolees (typically in less

o 
pop~lous states')". 

o 
o 

\5 

New York is amB.ng the '41 states that current"ly imp~se fndeterminate sentences. 

Sentences to prison in "'these states typically specify a m't1im~m and a maximum term 

of incarceration (or a fixed te,rm with an' impl ied minimum) within which a parole 

board or institutional reviewoboard has the discretion to set actual release dates. 

In New York State", the exercise of othat discretion is structured'to some degree by 
" , 

,.) 

parole guidelines, bU) the guidelines 
prescri pti ve. ,,,14 

J' 
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IF ' 
a~e "de~cri:p~ive, I~qther than 
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An example of a highly determinate ~entencing s~ructure is the one instituted 

in Maine in 1976. The Maine statutes specify six classes of offenses, each 

carrying a statutory maximum penalty. The judge may impose probation or a 

determinate sentence of any length up to the statutorily defined maximum. Time 

?erved may be reduced by statutory good time credfts, but there is no discretionary 

parole release or post-release supervision.15 

Maine's hi.ghly determinate sentencing structure has nd) pro~isiQn for mandatory 

minimum sentences; neither does it incorporate explicit guidelines to strutt~re or 
, . 

limit jud",ges' discretion. Determinacy refers ''to the extent to. which sentences, 

once imposed, limit postrjentenCing discretion; it is conceptually independent of 

whether the imposition ot a particular sentence is mp.ndatory. 

'" StruC'\-!ures that Limit Judici al Discretion 

The degree to wh'i ch sentences are mandC\tor~{ ranges from unfettered di screti on, . 
, " 

with sentencing decisions made solely by a judge, to sentences that 'are totally 
o 

fixed py statute. In practite, most states have mp.ndp.tory provisions for some 

cOategori es of offenses Qr offenders and per",)it j udg,es toexerci se greater 

discretion in cases outside the targeted categOri~s~~:6 " Where discretion is 
. 

permitted, it may be constrained by normative pressures, case law, legislation, , 
or formally structured guidelines. (See Figure 2.) 

'\ 

Statutory Limits. In most states thelegislature'has placed constraints 
on judicial discretion by establishing upper limits, lower limits, or ranges 
for each offense. The court may not impose terms of incarceration that are 
shorter than specified by the lower limits or, longer than specified by the 
upper limits. The limits. could apply. to the fixed terms in a determinate. 
system; they caul d apply to the fi xed terms, maximum terms, or mi nimum terms 
in an indeterminate system. Statutory lower limits on terms of incarceration 
do not necessarily imply mandatory incarceration; the court may have t,r;~ 
discretion to impose either a non-incarcerative sentence or an incarcer~tive 
sentence within the allowable range. <;) 0 . Q 
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Mandatory Sentences.:':;' Mandatory sentencing involves a minimum '" 
incarcerativesentence that must be"imposed for certain crimes or categories 
of offenders, without an option for probation, suspended sentence, or 
immediate parole eligibility. Mandatory provisions can apply to the lIin/outll 
determination, the minimum term, the maximum term, or some combination of 
these. Mandatory provisions can be incorporated into both determinate and 
indeterminate systems. 

(( 

Presumptiv~Sentencing. In some states, judges' decisions are 
constrained by a legislatively established "presumptive" sentence. It is 
presumed that a specific sentence identified by statute (e.g., a determinate 
sentence of three years minus good time for house burglary) will be the 
sentence imposed in all unexceptional cases. If mitigating or aggravating 
circumstances exist, the sentence usually may be lengthened or shortened 
within specific boundaries, but a judge cannot impose a prison sentence 
outside the specified range. Presumptive sentencing is similar to mandatory 
sentenci ng in that the sentenci ng' prescri pti ons carry the force of 1 aw. It 
differs from mandatory sentencing in that presumptive sentencing provides 
explicit procedures for exceptional handling of legitimately exceptional 
cases. 

.. 
Sentencing Guidelines. Sentencing guidelines can be implemented through 

legislation, judi~ial decree or by voluntary judicial adoption. Guidelines 
generally specifyGa narrow range of sentencing options from which a specific 
sentence is to be selected for unexc:;~pt i ona 1 cases., The range o~ sentences 
specified is typically deteritfinrad by the s~riousness of the offe~~e, the 
offender's criminal history, prevailing sentencing practices, or \\arious 
combinations of these el ements. Compl i ance with guidel ines may be\vol untary 
or presurJJ;Jtive. "Descriptive guidelines" merely provide empirical i1Jf;Q(!I!ation 
about past practice in the hope that judges will examine more carefully their 
justification for sentencrrs that depart drastically from the norm. 
Alternatively, guidelines~may be prescriptive and presumptive,'holding judges 
strictly accountable for sentences outside the specified ranges. For example, 
judges may be required to justify exceptional sentences in writing, or such 
sentences may be subject to automatic appellkte review. 

California has adopted a sentencing structure that combines presumptive 
guidelines with determlnate sentencing. The Californi.a Legislature has defined 
lower, middle, and upper prisonjt~msofor specified offenses. For house burglary, 
for example, the permissable terms of incarceration are 2 years., 3 years, or 4 
years. If probation is not imposed, the defendant must be 'sentenced to the middle 
term, unless aggravating or lIJitigating circumstances justify the upper or lower 
term. Legislatively authorized enhancements for weapons use, prior record, or 
bodi ly harm may be acded to the~ base term.!?" 
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FIGURE 2 

THE RANGE OF JUDICIAL DISCRETION 
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The prototypical guidelines structure is the one adopted by Minnesota in 
1980.18 The Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission developed a sentencing 
guidel ines grid based on crimi nal hi story and offense seri ousness (see Figure 3). 
Below the heavy line Oifthe grid there is a presu~tion of incarceration; above it 
there is a presumption of alternative sanctions. Although the Minnesota guidelines 
specify ranges for determinate sentences, guidelines can also»beoverlaid on""an 
indeterminate sentencing structure. Pennsylvania, for example, applies guidelines 
(based on offense gravity and prior record) to minimum sentences for all misde
meanors and felonies within an indeterminate system. 

o 

Summary of Sentencing Structures 

Sentencing structures can be characterized in terms of the kinds of 
constrai nts they impose on di scretion. Features that ljinit post-sentencing 

"i. 

discretion include parole guidelines, min/max sentences, fixed sentences, and 
determinate sentences. Features that limic.t judicial discretion include statutory 

Q 

limits, mandatory sentences, presumptive sentences, and sentenciDgguidelines. 

Determinate sentencing is a system in which the court specifies a nixed term 
of incarceration that must be served in full (minus good time). Within determinate 
systems, judicial discretion to impose incarceration and set sentence lengths 
ranges=fromcvery br"oad to tightly constrained. Sentencing guidelinesgener~llY 
specify a narrow range of sentencing options for cases of a given type, usually 
defined in terms of offense seriousness and criminal history. Judges may be 
required to provide written justification for sentences o'ut,side the range, or such 
sentences may be subject to automatic appellate review. 

New York State currently has an indeterminate sentencing system in which 
release. discretion is constrained by court imposed minimum and maximum terms, 
statutory good time provisions, and IIdescriptive!' parole release guidel ines. 
Judicial sentencing discretion in New York State is constrained by statutory ranges 
and by a variety of provisions through which the legislature has required mandatory 
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FIGURE 3 

Minnesota Sentencing Guddelines Grid 
D 

)\ 
presumptjye Sentence lengths jn Montbsa 

Italicized numbers within the grid denote the range within which a judge may sentence 
without the sentence being deemed a departure. 

CRIMINAL HISTORY SCORE b 
SEVERITY LEVELS OF 
CONVlcnON OFFENSE a 1 2 3 II- .5 60r more 

Unauthorized Use of 
Motor Vehicl. I 12· 12*' 12* l' 18 21 24 

PosseSSion of Marilwma 

Theft Related Crimes 
(1150-S2500) II 12*' 12- 14 17 20 23 27 

Sale of MarijUDlUJ • 25-29 

Theft Crfmes ($150-S2500J m 12- 13 16 19 22 27 32 
21-23 25-29 30-34 

Burglary- Felatry Intent 12*' U 11 21 25 32 41 Receiving Slollln Goods IV . 24-25 30-34 37-45 (1150-12500) (-

Slmple Robb.", 'y 11 23 11 30 38 46 54-
0 29-31 36-40 43-49 50-58 

AsIaLIlt, 2nd Degrn' YI 21 26 30 ,. "- '4 6' 
33-35 42-48, SO-58' 60-70 

Aggravated Robbtr? VII 24- 32 41 47 6' 31 97 
:3-25. 30-34 38-44 45-53 60-70 75-87 90-104 

Assault, 1st Degree' 43 ,. 6' 76 9' 113 132 Cr1minal Semal Conduct, YDI 41-45 SO-58 BO:-tO 11-81 89-101 106-120 124-140 
I~DegN. 

Murda,.; 31d Dagree' IX 97 119 127 149 176 20' 230 
94-100 118-122 124-130 143-lSti 168-184 195-215 218-242 

'. 

Murd.,., 2rr1 Degree X ' 116 140 162 203 243 284 324 
11l-121 133-141 153-171 112;'214 231-255 270-298 309-339 

l 

1st Degree Murder is excluded from the guidelines by law and continues to have a mandatory 
life sentence. -

·one year and one day 

Notes: aThe grid presented here reflects the oriqinal guidelines. 
Sigillficant revisions have occurrer,j since this grid was published. 

bThe crimi.nal history score is computed according to complex criteria 
; nvo 1 vi ng pri or felony record, pri or mi sdemeanor record, p\"i or 

"juVenil e record, and custody status" at the. time of the offense. n 

Source: Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission, Report to the 
Legislature, January 1,1980. 
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periods of incarceration fa,,, certain classes of offenses and offenders. Sentence 
types, post-sentence r,elease options, and legislative constraints on judicial 
discretion are summarized for all 50 states ~nd the District of Co~umbia in Tables 

o 

1 and 2. Additional detail is provided in the Appendix. (I 

C? 

il 

() 

•"'", 

"",,~, \ 

State 

Cal Hornia 
Colorado 
Conrtecticut 
III inoi s 
Indiana 
Mai,ne 
Minnesota 
New Mexico 
North Carol ina 
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TABLE 1 

-~--.r-' ., 

STATES WITH DETERMINATE SENTENCING STRUCTURES 
'" 

0 

Post Sentence Discretion 

Legislative Constraints Sentence Parole Good 
on Judicial Discretion Length Release Time 

Presumptive Fixed No Yes 
Presumptive Fixed No Yes 
Range 'Fi xed No ,Yes 
Range Fixed ~~o Yes 
Presumptive Fixed No Yes 
Upper Limit Fixed No Yes, 
Guidelinesa Fixed NOb Yes 
Presumptive Fixed No Yes 
Presumptive Fixed Noc Yes 

NOTES: a. Minnesota - The !;fuidelines ind,icate which defendants should be 
inc;arcerated ~;fd the p'resul11>tive range of sentence 1 engths for those 
incarcerated. If a judge imposes a sentence that departs from t'he 
guidelines, a written justification for the sentence must be provided. 

b. New Mexico - Parole release available for lifers after 30 years. 

c. North Carolina - There i? a mandatory 90 day parole release prior to 
expiration of term (lessUgood time). Parole release function retained for 
prisoners sentenced prior to 1982 and for some youthful offenders. 
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State 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Del aware 
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TABLE 2 

STATES WITH INDETERMINATE SENTENCING STRUCTURES 

", 
'" Post Sentence Discretion 

Legislative Constraints Sentence Parole Good 
on JUdicial Discretion Length Release Time 

IJ 

Range Fixed Yes Yes 
Rangea Fixed Yes Yes 
Presumptive Fi xed

b 
Yes Yes 

Range Fixed Yes Yes 
Upper Limit Fixed Yes Yes 

District of Columbia Range Min/Max Yes Y~es 

Florida Upper Limit Fixedc Yes Yes 
Georgia Range Fixed Yes Yes 
Hawai i Upper Limit Fixedc Yes Yes 
Idaho Upper Limit Fixedc Yes Yes 
Iowa Upper Limit Fixed Yes Yes 
Kansas 0 Ranged Min/Max Yes Yes 
Kentucky Range Fixed Yes Yes 
Looui si ana Range Fixed Yes No 
Maryland Upper Limite Fixede 

,;J Yes Yes 
Massachusetts Range Min/Max Yes Yes 
Michigan Upper Limit 0 Mifi1/Max Yes Yes 
Mississippi Upper Limit Fixed Yes Yes 

NOTES: a. Alaska - Presumptive for Repeat Offenders. 

b. Arkansas - Minimum and Maximum Sentences are Set for Repeat Offenders. 

c. Florida, Hawaii, Idaho," North Dakota, Washington - Parole Board Sets 
Minimum. 

d. Kentucky - Judge may Sentence Outside Range •. 

e. Maryland - Some offenses carry statutory ranges for minimum/maximum 
(. lengths. Experimenting with sentencing guidelines in four jurisdictions 

which cover the bulk of its criminal activity. 

11, 
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd) 

Post Sentence Discretion 

Legislative Constraints Sentence Parole 
State on Judicial Discretion Length Release 

Missouri Upper Limit f Fixed Yes 
Montana Upper Limit Fixed Yes 
Nebraska Rang~ Min/Max Yes 
Nevada Range Fixed Yes 
New Hampshire Range Min/Max Yes 
New Jersey PresuITJ,Jtive Fixedg Yes 
New York Range Min/Max Yes 
North Dakota Upper Limit Fixedc Yes 
Ohio Range Min/MRx Yes 
Oklahoma Upper Limit Fixed Yes 
Oregon Upper Limit Fixed Yes 
Pennsylvania Guidel i nes Min/Max Yes 
Rhode Island Upper Limit Fixed Yes 
South Carolina Upper Limit Fixed. Yes 
South Dakota Upper Limit Fixed' Yes 
Tennessee Lower Limit Min/Maxj Yes 
Texas Range Min/Max Yes 
Utah Range Min/Ma\ Yes 
Vermont ' Range Min/Max Yes 
Virginia Range Min/Max Yes 
Washington Upper Limit Fixedc Yes 
West Virginia Range Min/Max Yes 
Wisconsin Upper Limit Fixed' " Yes 
Wyoming Range Min/Ma1< Yes 

f. Missouri - There is a statutorily sei range for Class A and B 
J0 felonies. oThere is no good time. However, there is a system of 

conditional release which serves the same end as early release. 

g. New Jersey - Judge may establish mandatory minimums for first and 
second degree crimes. 

h. Oklahoma - Judge is allowed to establish a minimum and maximum 
sentence if so desired. 

i. South Dakota - At disc.retion'of Governor and Parole Board. 

Gooo 
Time 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

j. Tennessee - Certain offenses (Class X) do not allow reductions based 
on good time. 

k. Vermont - Some sentences are fixed by statute. 

u 
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IV. POTENTIAL EFFECTSoOF DETERMINATE 
d 

SENTENCING AND SENTENCING GUIDELINES 

n On Discr-etion 

Discretion in the handling of alleged and convicted offenders may be exercised 

by many different participants at any of several stages jn c~s~ processing': 

••• to restrict attention only to what judges do would fail to .. 
acknowledge other processes and participants that influence whether 
convicted offenders go to prison and how long they stay there. Witnesses 
and victims do or do not cooperate with authorities. Police officers 
decide whether to arrest and book, and for cwhat offense. Prosecutors 
decid .. ~ .whether to prosecute and for what charge and often ,negotiate. with 
the defense counsels about charge dismissals and sentencing cQij)cessions in 
exchange fOfguilty pleas. In some cases a judge ora jury determines .. 
guilt; more often a judge accepts .a guilty plea. .After conviction the' 
judge announces the sentence. Prison offi<:ial,s decide whether an 
individual pri soner will be awarded IIgood time, II and parol e boards de,cic;le 
when .andunder what conditions an individual will be released and when 
parole status will be revoked.19 . 

Sentencing guide1 ines and determinate sjntencing directly affect only two of 

the many stages in case processing - the imposition of a sentence given. conv;cti"bn 

and the det~rmination of a release~date given incarceration. However, knowledge of 

"the constraints placed on sentencing and release decisi09s can also influenc;e. the 
, ~~ D ,::: , ~ 

decisi,ons of participants a~ other stages. Thus, rather than ~imiting the total"" 

amount of discretion jn the system, such constraints could merely shift the 

exerci~e of "discretion to different participants in case processing. 
o 

a 

A chan$Je from i npetermi nate sentenci ng to determi nate sentenc fng transfers 

e responsibility for se'hence length from the parole board to the sen1;encing judg~, 
thus effectively increasing the importance of judicial discretion. However, 

determinate sentencing ~oes not eliminate post-sentencing discretion. Depending on 

the rules for awarding good time, the net influence of corrections officials on 

actual time served might also" increase. In addition, the parole board mayor may 
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),,\ 
not retain the authority to establish the per_iod pf post-release supervision, or to 

The imposition of sentencing guidelines is explicitly intended to limit 

judicial discretion. vHow na,rrowly sentencing °i~ actually constrain€d by guidelines 

wi 11 depend on a n~ber of factors. The most irriportant of ttlese is whether the 

guidel ines are vol untary or presumptive. Even if they are presumptive, the actual 

~ffect on discretion Wil1"'''depe~d' on the procedures for handlklg those cases that 

judges believe warrant exceptional sentences. The more closely sentencing is 

monitored, and theomore difficult it is to justify and sustain except;,onal 
\ = 

sentences, the more .)se 1 ecti ve the court "must be in the exerc; se of di scrati on. 
.0 " 'Ik' 

, \J~ 
Guidelines can be used to structure both the decision'?to ,incarcerate and 

subsequent sent,,ance length deterininatio~s. Thus, they can be designed ,;to serve the 

same objectives aSastatutes that mandate minimum periods of incarceration in 

specified cases. However, guidelines ~,an provide the flexibility to accommodate 

legitimately excepti~>nal 'cases explicitly 'Within the sentencing procedures; with 

mandatory provisi"ons, such accommodations can be accomplished only by subverting 

the determinations of guilt. 
ii! 

" To the extent there is compliance with sentencing gutgelines, the effects ,on 
\.1',; -t-{' ,. 

j~icial discretion then depend chiefly on characteris~f~s of the guidelines 
~ 0 

themselves. It is obvious that judicial discretion in a given case depends 

directly on the rangeof sentences specified for the associated classification 

category. It is c perhaps less obvious that constraining effective discretion 

de,pends to an even greater extent on limiti~g the opportunities ,for manipulating 

the calcu~ation of guidelines scores. Judges can retain considerable discretJon to 

th~ extent they can influence charge pargaining, validation of criminal histories, 

or handling of aggravating and mitigating circumstances. 

I n summary, a change from i ndetermi nate to determi nate sentenci ng transfers 

control over sentence length from the pa~ole board to the courts and correcfions ' 

officials. Sentencing guidelines are intended to structure the exercise of 

-~------- ----------- - ---- ~--~ ---~--... 
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vulnerable circumvention. Depending on the 

over prosecutori a1 di scretion, the combined result of det'ermi mite sentenci ng and 

sentencing guidelines could be either to concentrate sentence length determinations 

in the court or to shift control over sentence length to police and prosecutors. 

" ~ The discussions in the remainder"of this section are predicated on the 

assumption that the availability of time off for good behavior remains essentially 

constant. It is assumed that good time is contingent only on institutional 

behavior, and that it is awarded or revoked in accordance with strict rules and 

procedures that are subject to external review. In other words, it is assumed that 

good time is not. permitted to evolve into the equivalent of parole release. 

,< 

On Accountability 

Indeterminate sentencing is c,harac~terized by a diffusion of responsibility. 

Determi nate sentencing places the c:responsibil ity for sentenci ng squarely with the 

court. Doing so significantly alt~rs the possibilities fOr establishing account

ability in sentencing. 

Judges are generally accountaole .,to 'local constituencies and professional 

associations; they are also specifically accountable to higher courts for ?ecisions 

in individual cases. Accoun'tabi Hty to the pub 1 ic for specific sentenci ng 

decisions iC~ somewhatudi'luted, hGwever, because judges do not ha\(,e exclusive 

responsibility"for sentence,l,ength and, 0i'n New York State, they often do not have 
~ ~, 

discretion about whether to incarcerate defendants. One who believes that an 
" . t'I - . Jj 

o 0 I) 

offender was
c 

imprisoned for;. too long could fault eith-er the p,arole board for not~ 
• ", '(. , - I). .~'J v (] 

"releastng the, orfendsr soon enough or the judge for imposing an excessive term. 
-,. ." ,"- -

Ii- -;) 

Determi(~ate osentenc i ng" can empower .j udges wi th most of the responsib n i ty for 

s,entence length. Given tl)at re~ponsibility, sentencingguigelin~s can beoapplied 
" • C" - o· 

o in a manner "tHat makes judges account.able" for individual sentence length odt;cisions. 

Guidelines explicate public policy re~arding'the legitimacy" of sent:~cing cr\teria 

[) 

; J) 

o " 

u 
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and the o§ndl i ngof o~feriders who are similarly sitllated with respect to those 
criteria. Consequently," they provide the means of defining and reviewing 

However, to the extent that guidelines require judges to justify exceptional 
~ 0 

s~ntences, guidelines can make judges accountable in the exercise of th~t 
d i screti on • 

Sentencing guidelines.also intentiona)ly 
sentencing policy "from t.he local, level to the 

o _, 

shift some of the power to establish . , 

state level. The judges who handle 
criminal proceedings in New York State are primarily responsibl~ to local 
electorates; therefore, one can expect judges' sentencing decisions to reflect 
local stand.ards. Sentencingguidel ines estab 1 ish statewide standards and make 
judges accountable to the legislature (and/or a guidelines com~is$ion). One of the 
explicit reasons for establishing sentencing guidelines is to reduce interjuris
dictional variations in sentencing patterns. This may pose a dilemma for elected 
judges, who will find themselves simultaneously accountable for upholding state and 
local standards. 

On Disparity and Discrimination 

Di spa,rity and di s,crimination are terms - 1 ike d'ete.rmi nate sen+.enci ng - for 
C!~ 

which there are no universally accepted definitions. Again, however, the 
definiti'bns adopted'in this report were chosen because they help clarify certain 
issues and options that need to be considered. The following definitions are taken 
verbatim from the 1983 report by the National Academy of Sciences Panel on 
Sentenci ng Research'~20 

Discrimination exists when some case attribute that is objectionable -
typically on moral or legal grounds - can be shown to be Qassociated with 
sentence outcomes after all other rel evant vari ab 1 es .are adequately 
contro 11 eO. 

I; 

Disparity exists when "like.cases" withG! respect to case attributes -
regardless of their legitimacy - .are sentenced differently. 

(J 

~. ---. -------~-------
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by the Panel, discrimination is a systematic bias that arises from 
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considered illegitimate include race, sex, socio-economic status, bail status and 
type of attorney. Disparity is unwarranted variation that results from inconsis-
tent application of sentencing criteria. Examples include inconsistent application 
of criteria from one case to another by a single judge and differences in the 
choice or weighting of criteria acrosijudges or jurisdictions. The relationships 
among these considerations are displayed in Table 3. 

Legitimacy of Ie 

Sentencing Criteria 

Legitimate 

Illegitimate 
rF' 

.Ii ,.I TABLE 3 

Sentence Outcomes Characterized 
in Terms of Disparity and Discrimination, 

Application of Sentencing Criteria 

Consistent 

No di sparity and 
no discrimination 

Discrimination 

Inconsistent 

Disparity 

Disparity and 
di scri mi nat ion 

Source: Blumstein et al. Research on Sentencing, the Search for Reform (Volume 1) 
Washington D.C.: National Academy Press, 1983. p. 9. 

0°, . ~ 

D i scussi ons of the i nf1 uence of sent~Jncing structures on di sparity and 
discrimination are complicated by disagreements r~garding what criteria are 
legitimate, the resulting definitions of "like cases," and the amount of variation 
among like cases that is considered tole[,able. Agreement regardin'g legitimate 
criteria depend.s, in turn, on agteement regarding the goals of sentencing. For 0 

example, if it is agreed that optimizing pUblic protection through selective, 0 

incapacitation is to be the primary goal of sent~ncing, then chronic unemployment 

o 



o 

o 

o 
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might be viewed as a legitimate sentencing criterion to the extent chronic 
unemployment is found to predict 

s proportional to personal culpabil ity, 
unemployment would not be considered a legitimate criterion. 

e Sentencing guidelines should explicate public policy regarding both the goals 
of sentencing and the criteria that are to be applied in making sentencing 
dec"isions. To the extent public agreement on these issues can be achieved, 
disparity and discrimination can be more clearly defined and more easily monitored. 
Of course, those who disagree with the established public policy may also disagree 
with any conclusions about disparity and discrimination that are rooted in that 
policy. 

" Whether sentencing guidelines are perceived as reducing or perpetuating 
disparity and discrimination depends in pan on whether the criteria incorporated 
in the guidelines are consistent with the criteria by which disparity and 
discrimination are evaluated. For example, jf guidelines criteria are naively 
derived from empirical studies of factors that have influenced past practice, but 
some of those factors are considered illegitimate within the framework of current 
~entencing goals, the guidelines may institutionalize discrimination as it is 
currently defined. 21 

The impact of sentencing guidelines also depends on whether se~tencing is 
currently the predominate source of disparity and discrimination. For example, if 

I) 

a major source of discrimination happened to be systematic bias in the ability to 
negotiate a "good deal" with prosecutors, the imposition of sentencing guidelines 
may actually increase net discrimination by reducing the flexibility to compen'~ate 
at the time of sentencing. Likewise, if disparity happened to be due to random 
variation in the qual ity of evidence (affecting what char.yes are prosecuted or what 
bargains are offered), then sentencing guidelines would be unlikely toOaffectthG~ 

",,!esuJting disparity. Nevertheless, guidelines facilitate the study of such issues; 
and to the extent that the sources of such prob Tems can be ill umi nated, the 

a 

o 

likelihood of devising ,effective strategies for dealing with them will be 

Similar arguments apply to the potential effects of determinate sentencing. A 
change from indeterminate to determinate sentencing will reduce disparities in 
sentence length only to the extent that parole release deciSions have previously 
been inconsistent (among like cases). The change will reduce discrimination only 
to the extent that parole "release decisions have pteviously been based on 
i ]legitimate criteri al .In: New York State, the, present parol e rel eas,e guidel ines 
focus exclusively on indicators of personal culpability. Consequently, release 
decisions that are within the guidelines are not likely to be viewed as 
discriminatory, at least from a "just deserts" perspective. However, in 1979 and 
1980 nearly half of "the parole release decisions departed from,the guidelines. 
Thus, it remains uncertain whether in New York State there has existed any 
significant degree of "unwarranted" disparity or disctimination in the exercise of 
post-sentencing discretion. If there has, it may be reduced by a change to 

() 

determinate sentencing. However, a shift to determinate sentencing may also be 
accompanied by a relative increase in the importance of any disparity or 
discrimination that mayexi,st in awarding good time. 

Determinate sentencing makes judges fully responsibl~ and openly accountable 
for sentencing; if unwarrante,d random or systematic variations are observed,. there 
can be little question of whom to hold accountable. This is true even if 
discrepancies arise, from plea bargaining practices, which are ultimately under 
judicial control. Even granting that resource constraints and normative traditions 
create considerable press~~l to engage in plea ba~gaining, judges have the 

'., 
responsibility and the influence to promote consistency and fairness in that 
process. 

The net effects of determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines depend in 
o 

part on whether the structure adopted succeedJ in concentrating effective 
a 

discretion in the courts. If it does, then monitoring compliance with the 
guidelines and refining the guidelines in the light of experience may ,eventually 
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o 

effect net reductions in disparity and discriminat~on. If effective 
to police and prosec 

even increase. 

On Proportionality 

The potential influences of determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines Q 

on proportionality in pu.nishment depend on many of the same considerations 
discussed in connection with disparity and discrimination. Key among these is 
agreement regarding the characteristics that reflect personal culpability. 
Proportionality will be enhanced only if there is agreement regarding the 
measurement of culpability, if the agreed upon measures are incorporated in the 
guidelines, if there is sUbstantial compliance with the guidelines, and if the 
courts are able to prevent "disproportional ll processing by police and prosecutors. 

On Severity 

The effect of determinate sentencing on severity of punishment is 
unpredictable. It will depend in part on the relationship between the statutory 
limits on sentence lengths under a prior indeterminate structure and the statutory 
limits established for the determinate structure. Because determinate sentencing 
shifts responsibility for sentence length from ~he parole board to the court, the 
outcome will also depend on whether judges are generally more or Tess inclined than 
the parole board to impose harsh sentences. 

The imposition of sentencing guidelines gives the legislature~, or the 
o 

judiciary and/or the guidelines commission closer control over sentence severity. 
Depending on their inclinations this could result in generally mori severe 

~ ~ 

sentences, generally less severe sentences, or increased severity for some kinds of 
cases ba 1 anced·agai nst decreased severit~ ~lJthers. ~ 

o ~ 

f.J: 

(") 

(~ 

On Prison Population 

As with severity, the effects of introducing determinate sentencing and 
sentenci ng guidel i nesare unpredictable. Any changes i,n prison popul ation that 
result from a change in sentencing structure may simply reflect general' policy 
changes in sentencing goals and criteria, or the interaction of such changes with 
changes in crime patterns. As noted in the previous section, sentencing guidelines 
can be structured to produce generally more severe sentences, generally less severe 
sentences, or increased ~everity for some kinds of cases balanced against decreased 
severity for others. Thus, there is the option to adopt a guidelines system that 
will keep prison populations within existing capacity or to finance any increases 
that new sentencing criteria might produce. In any case, the combination of 
determinate sentencin}}:,and sentencing guidelines greatly facilitates forecasting 
prison populations for planning purposes. 

o 

!) 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSU .. 

Rea'l time. 'Maximum terms imposed under an indetermtnate system are 1 argely 
symboHc.Offenders rarely serve thei'r m~ximum terms, and the time they actually 
serve is typically much less than one might suppose. Of the inmates discharged 
from New York State prisons tn 1981,. only 6.7% had served their maximum teqns. 
Only 28.6%s~rved their maximum terms minus good time (conditional releases), while 
S6.4% were paroled. Amo,ng ma.le inma.tesparoled for the first time, the median time II 

actually served was lJS.S months for 3-year maximums, 27.1 months .. for S-year 
maximums, 78.0 months for maXimums of 20 years or greater, and only 33.2 months for 
IIlife" maximums. 

The dramatic difference between symbolic maximum terms and the typical time 
served under an indeterminate system poses a difficult challenge for policy makers 
who are designing a determinate sentencing system. Unless statutory limits or 
sentencing guidelines produce Ilreal time" sentences that result in a net 
equivalence to curre~t practice, the change in struc'ture is likely to produce 
dramatic changes in p,risonpopulations and discrepancies between sentences imposed 
before and after the change. However, determinate sentences that are equivalent to 
current practice Will appear superficially to be IIsoft on crime. 1I ~iven the public 
sentiment for more punitive sanctionsJij7 will be difficult for legislators to 
embrace and defend such a system. 22 Systems that are not in this sense "soft on 
crime" wlill result in increased ,prison and, jail populations and attendant increases 
in public expenditures. A real problem in designing determinate sentencing systems 

") G . 

is forecasting how much "justice" the public is willing to pay for. 

Feedback. - Another potenti al problem follows directly from the very effort to 
D 

limit discretion that motivates many efforts at sentencing reform. Discretion in 
post-sentencing decisionmaking can be reduced by adopting determinate sentencing • 
Discretion in sent~ncing can b.e r~ducedQr structured by adopting sentencing 
guidelines. Yet, if both sentencing and post-sentencing discretion are minimized, 

34 
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To compensate for this loss it is necessary to provide formal feedback 
mechanisms. For example, Minnesota has provisions for revis'ing its sentencing 
guidelines if prison populations exceed 95 percent of prison capacity;23 Michigan 
makes inmates eligible for parole consideration 90 days early when priscMs are 
overcrowded;24 and the California Board of Prison Terms reviews sentence disparity 
and good time credits. pther examples include routine review of sentences that 
depart from established guidelines (and evaluation of the just.ifications for 
departures), and continual monitoring of charging patterns. Consistent departures 

"from the guidelines or substantial changes in charging patte~ns may signal either 
an effort to circumvent the intent of a sentencing reform, or a legitimate 
revision. In either case, explicit feedback provisions permit n~bassary 

'~ adjustments in system operation. 

need for 

Key policy decisions. In order to develop a coherent system of sentencing 
guidelines it is necessary to adopt an explicit position on the goals of sentencing 
and to agree upon the criteria that are to be "applied in making sentencing 
decisions. Establishing workable criteria is complicated by the fact that 
prosecutors and defense attorneys may be able to use guidelines criteria to 
manipulate sentencing. The National Panel on Sentencing Research identified the 
following key policy deccisions related to sentencing criteria: 25 I'" 

111. Whether to base new decisions on conviction offenses, thereby tying 
sentences to the outcomes of counsels' negotiations over charges, or on 
actual offense behavior as determined at a sentencing hearing. 1I 

112. WhetheY to establish explicit sentence concessions for guilty p1eas.'1 

n3. Whether to exclude from consideration in new sentencing standards 
variables that are ethically or normatively 'suspect: e.g., prior ar,rests 
may explain some variation in sentencing practices independently of other 
pri or record factors, yet puni shment for pri or alleged conduct not 
resulting in conviction offends important legal values. 1I 
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Previous sections have def; ned ~oe termi no logy used to characteri z'e sentencing' 

systems, and di'scussed the potential effects -:af determi nate sentenc; ng and 

sentencin~ guidelines on discretion, accountability, disparity and discrimination, 

,10' proporti 0~a1 i ty, severity, and prison popu1 ations. Thi s secti on presents 

o information about the reported effects of the structures implemented in five of the 

nine determinate sentencing states. Similar information4s also provided for three 

states that have tested or adopted sentencing guidel ines within indeterminate 

systems. Unless otherwise noted, information about sentencing structures was 

c~mpiled from three" principal sources: A Survey of Mandatory Sentencing in the 

U.S. pUblished by the Pennsylvania Commission on Crfme and Delrinquency,26 a report 

on Judicial' and Executive Discretion in the Sentencing Proces's27 prepared at the 

Institute for Advanced Studies in' Justice at American University, and di rect 
Il 

telephone conversations with criminal justice officials in other states. 
g 

o 

California (Determinate/Presumptive) 

« 
California ' s Unjfonn Defer-minate Sentencing Law (DSL) became effective JlAly 1, 

1977, replacing an indeterminate model (ISL). Jhe ISL was based on a 

rehabilitat.ive model. 28 The stated objective of the new system is punishment, with 

procedures to promote fairness and uniform;,ty. For each felony offense~ the law 

pr~scribes a "middle tenn,,1 which is the presumptive term of incarceration for 

unexceptional cases. The law also specifies "lower'! and "upper" terms that may be 

applied whe'n justified by a preponderance 'of the evidence (aggravating or 

mitigating). The "lower" and "upper" terms are not limits to a ranqe, but 

preoscribed sentences. A sentence can be lengthened if (a) a deadly weapon was used 
c:, 

or carried, (b) great bodily injury was inflicted, or (c) the defendant had served 

~ prior prison term. 

the prescribed ~erm. 

I! 

Each enhancement adds one year, two years, or three years to 

Judges are generally free to choo§e incarceration, probation, 

or a suspended sentence,'but criteria to be considered are included in the law, and 

certain offenders are not eligible for probation. Probation disqualifiers and 
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grounds for enhancement mus~ be alleged and provedexplictly, and reasons for all 

sentences must be formally recorded. 

Plea bargaining. It was widely assumed that the DSL would result in an 
increase in plea bargaining activity. The law shifts effective responsibility for 
sentence length from the parole board to the courts, thereby providing an incentive 
for court room participants to engageuin sentence bargaining. The law also invites 
charge bargaining, becaus.e it is so explicit about what sentences, should be imposed 
for particular crimes and about the cirpumstances that justify enhancements or 
preclude probation. In effect, the law provides court room participants wyth 
IIbargaining chipsll that have unambiguous consequenq,es for defendants. If grounds 
for enhancement are alleged and proved, a predictab'le amount of ti,me will b,e added 
to the baSe term. If a prosecutor off~rs to drop an allegatio~ in exchange for ~ 

gullty plea, the benefits to th~ defendant are eas·ily understood. Therefore, many 
expected the DSL to result in a higher"rate of guilty pleas, earlier guilty pleas, 

and a transfer of effective control over sentence length to police al1d 

prosecutors. co," 

c 

As compelling as this rationale seems, the empiric~l evidence regarding plea 
bargaining is inconcl usive. "Interviews with court room participants 000 [did 
reveal] a wid1=-spread bel ief that the DSL had caused an increase in the rate of 
guilty pleas."29 In f.act, a study thai; focussed on Santa Clara, San Fr.ancisco, ,and 

San ,Bernardino Counties found post-DSL increases in both the overall rates of 
guilty pleas and the proportion of guilty pleas entered at init·ial appearance~ 

rhese increases were noted in"all three of th~ counties studied. The increases 
were especi ally strong, for robbery cases, whi ch carry potent i ally sever'e se~tences. 
However, from a long term perspective, the data for those three counties exhib!t an 
unexplained decrease in plea bargaining be~inning in 1974 or 1975, follow,ed by a 
return to pre-1975 level~ following the introduction of the new system. Therefore, 
the recent increases in plea barg,aining may be attributabJe to the influence of the 

DSL, or may simply reflect normal fluctuations in case processing. ' 
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There does n(Jt appear to have been any dramatic shift in influence from jup~ges 
.~ . '-, 

to prosecuting attorneys in Santa Clara, San Francisco, or San Bernandino County. 
Direct observations of plea-bargaining discussions and?the results of nu~er9us 
interviews indicated that plea bargaining had been dominated "by jUdQes'in San 
Francisco County prior to the DSL, and continued to be judge-domi'nated afterward. 
Likewise, plea bargaining in Santa Clara County and San Bernardino County had been 
dominated by prosecuting attorneys prior to the DSL, and continued to be 
prosecutor-dominated afterward. 

Moreover, to the extent that the DSL appears to have changed 
prosecutor/judge influence, it may have increased the influence of 
the judge. In Santa Clara, for example, ••• there appears to be a 
good deal of explicit sentence barga,ining, in which the judge has 
become ail active participant. Such bargaining was much less 
possible under the ISL, for there was little to ~iscuss about 
sentence length. As a result, in the two prosecutor-dominated 
jurisdictions there has been some increase in influence by the 
judge, at least in prison cases. 30 

. Prison terms. The DSL was explicitly intended to establish a system where,in 
pUnishment is the primary purpose of .sentences to, incar~eration, punishment is 
'proportional to the"seriousness of conviction offenses, and.variations among terms 
for similar offenses is reduced (relative to time served under the ISL). By that 
standard, the DSL has been successful in reducing v~ri abil ity. Under the ISL. there 
had been a considerable discrepancy between average time served by men and average 
time served by ~omel1 for 'similar offenses. Since the -introduction of presumptive' 
deter'minute sentencing, that discrepancy has be~n nearly eliminated. 31 One study 
found that overa1l variations in sentence length decreased from 20 to~fiU~~ercel1t 

for a number of different ,crime types. 32 However, thereremain~C5Iis'iderable 
/'" 

variation among sentences for burglary and. robbery because/,6( inconsistency in the 
application of sentence enhancements.33 Also, the findings that ap~ear to 
demonstrate reductions in variability may be misleading, because the studies cifed 
only controlled for conviction pffense. Disparity"and di.scrim~natio~ - even as 
defined from a "just deserts" persP'~ctive - could still ari se from pre-conviction 

, , 

bargai ni ng; such. vari ations would not have beGil detected in studi es ~hat focussed (' 
c· 

solely on conviction offense • 
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The presurnptive terms specified in the DSL were originally s~lected to 
approximate the average IIreal time ll served under the indeterminate system. 
Howe~er, the legislature subsequently increased the presumptive terms and added 
provisions for mandatory incarceration for certain cases. Sent~ncing under the 
Deterrnina.te Sentencing Law has been accompanied by a rise in prison populations, an 
increase in the rate of imprisonment per 100,000 population, an increase in the 
rate of imprisonment given conviction, and a decrease in average time served. 
However, all of t'hese changes continued trends that began prior t9 the DSL. 

u 

Evidence from at least one study suggests that observed changes in 

incarceration rates may be just one aspect of an across-the-boa~ "increase in the 
in~l ination to impose more punitive sentences. 34 Under the ISL theryw·v 
reluctance to sentence offenders to prison in IImarginal ll cases~ because Of.~ 
possibility theymight be held for longer terms than judges thought approprlatf. 
It was anticipated that under the DSL judges might impose short or moderate pr~son 

\1 

terms on offenders who previously would have been sentenced to local jail. 
However, if this were the case, one would expect the'incr~ase in the rate of 
imprisonment to be offset by a decrease o(or attenuation of the increase) in ., 

sentences to jail. Instead, there appears to have been an ac~oss-the-board shift 
in which the types of cases that f(;p"mel"'ly resulted in probation now result in jail 
sentences,and marginal cases that "fOrmerlY result~d in jail sentences now result 

"" , 
in imprisonment. & 

" 

Illinois (Determinate/Range) 

Illinois courts impose determinate sentences wi~hin ranges legis'~atively, 

prescribed fcr all classes of offenses. More severe penalties may be selected from 
an extended r.ange if the court determines that aggravating factors justify such .a 
sentence. Incarceration is mandatory for habitual offenders and for certain 
violent crimes (designated Glass X offenses). Prob,ation (lis authorized fOr all but 
Class X offenses. The court must articulate its reasons for imposing each 
sentence. \ 
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Illinois adopted its determinate sentencing system on February 1, 1978. One 
year later, the Illinois Department of Corrections issued 'a report concerning the 
impact of the new law. 35 Data compiled by the Department showed that the rate 0\ 
imprisonment had increased three percent during 1978 over 1977. However, the 
report noted that this increase continued a trend which had begun five years prior 
to the inception of the new law. 36 The use of probation decreased over the 
previous year •. 

The Department found that longer prison terms were being imposed for serious 
offenses such as robbery. Lengths of incarcerative sentences imposed for other 
crimes II ••• apparently [did] not represent an increase over"previous averages."37 

\'). 

Finally, the average length of stay was calculated for adult felons. Prior to 
v 

the new law, time served averaged 2.4 years; after the new law, average time served 
increased 4.8 months to 2.9 years.38 

Indiana (Determinate/Presumptive) 

Indiana courts ~ust impose determinate sentences within broad legislatively 
prescribed sentencing ranges. ,Although presulll>tive terms are statutorily 
recommended for each 6 0f four s~parate offense categories, the court may impose a 
higher or lower sentence to reflect mitigati.rf~~ or aggravating circumstances. For 
example, a ten year presumptive 'term for Class B Felony could be raised by ten 
years or lowered by four years. 

Indianals prison population increased 73.2 perc~nt'from the end of 1978 
through mid-1981. 39 Some suggest that this i.ncrease is directly related to the 
introduction of determinate sentencing and more severe sentencing provisions. 40 o 

Indiana markedly increased °the severity of penalties when it adopted 
det~~'nate sentencing in October, 1977. Some sentences~re II ••• almos~ 50 
percent~ longer than under the indeterminate system."41 For example, Indlana now 
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prescribes four years imprisonment for burglary compared to an average time served 
of 1. 8 years under the old 1 aw. 42 

(? 

Indiana1s wide presumptive ranges give little guidance to judicial deciSion
making. Without meaningful appellate review .or the p~)ss;bi1ity of adjustment by a 
parole board, there is liitle reason to expect sentences for a given offense to be 
uniform. 

Maine (Determinate/Uppe~ Limit) 
--j) 

',:0 

Maine statutes entail legislatively prescribed maximum sentences for six 
classes of crimes. All felonies and misdemeanors fall into one of these classes; 
no minimum sentences are prescribed. A judge must impose a determinate sentence, 

. i 

ranging from probation to life imprisonment. Although good-tim~ credi~)are 
available to reduce sentence length, Maine provides no parole release or parole 
supervision. 

stnce the advent of determinate sentencing on May 1, 1976, the rate of 
incarceration and the average length of sentences have increased. 43 These 
circumsta~ces, coupled with the elimination of early release through the abolition 
of parole were accompanied by a rapid increase in Maine's prison population. From 
the end of 1976 through mid-1981, theprison population increased 39.6 percent.~ 
However, Maine officials ~re reluctant to single out determinate sentencing as the 

. direct cause of this incr¥se,as prison overcrOWding has been a contin~ing problem 
pre-dating determinatesen~nCing.45 Fi~allY, it should ~e noted t~at JUdge~ are 
1I ••• sentencing felons ,more severely, II WhlCh has resulted 1n an 1I ••• 1ncrease 1n the 
median length of impos~d sentences. 1I46 

Maryland (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

Maryland law sets maximum penalties for each offense. Some offenses also helVe 
. . '> 

recommended mi nimum terms. The court must impose a fi xed sentencew; thin the 

() 
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statutory limits. Unless the sentence is mandatory, the court may fix the sentence 
below the recommendec! minimum term. 

Sentencing guidelines Were developed and implemented on an experimental basis 
in four Maryland jurisdictions. These guidelines are based on the seriousness of 
the offense and the criminal history of the offender. However, computation of the 
guideline sentence has been hampered by the unreliability of the state's criminal 
history records and by confusion as to which agency is responsible for developing 
the guideline sentence •. 

Jurisdictio~s participating in the guideline project reported that the average 
length of incarceration for major crimes increased to 88 months follow.ing the 
implementation of.guidelinesentences from an average of 52"months prior to the 
exper·iment. The ayer~ge leogth of incarceration for minor crimes, however, dropped 
~tol9 months for guideline sentences compared to 29 months under the former system. 
Information was not available concerning the impact of the guidelines on sentencing 
disparity or on the size of the prison population.47 0 

Michigan (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

Michigan law prescribes a legislatively defined maximum ·,sentence for .every 
offense. The court sets the minimum term, up to two-thirds of the maximum. 

In 1981, a three-month, pilot project, implemented under the auspices of 
Michiganis Administrative Office of the Courts, introduced guideline sentencing in 
three .courts. The system combined criminal history and offense severity in a 
guideline grid. Judges set the minimum term witoin ranges computed by using the 
grid. Statutory maximums remained in effect. 

,_ According to the Administrative Office of the Court, judges who used the 
guideline system compli edwi th the recommended ranges in four-fifths of the cases 
examined. 48 In the remaining cases, one-third of the sentences were below the 
recommended or presumptive range and two"-thirds w~re above the range. 49 Judges who 
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did not use the guidelines were reported to have viewed the guidelines as an 
unwarranted or unnecessary attempt to limit judicial discretion in the sentencing 
process. 

Minnesota (Determinate/Guidelines) 

On May 1, 1980, Minnesota adopted guideline sentencing that was designed to 
eliminate sentencing disparity without exceeding current prison capacity. The 
former sentencing system was indeterminate. The Minnesota guidelines consist~·of a 
grid that utilizes information about the type of offense (seriousness) an~ the type 
of offender (criminal history). Each cell of the guidel ine grid indicates the 
preslJmpti ve sentences for defendants who are simi h~ wi threspect t9~ the instant 
offense and prfor criminal history. The guidel !~n\~icate w~ichdefendants 
should be incarcerated, and the presumptive range 0: s~ence lengths •. If the 
judge imposes. a different type of sentence from that pre~cribed, or a sentence 
outside the presumptive range, the r~asons for ~the sentence must be provided in 
writing. Minnesota abolished parole release decisiol7,making but retained the 

'd 

availability of good time credit. Post incarceration community supervision is 
required for all persons sentenced to prison. 

Following the imposition of guideline sentencing in Minnesota, the rate of 
irkarceration decreased four to ¥~ve percent. 50 This decrease may be attributable 
to the guidelines' restrictions concerning who should and who should not be 
incarcerated. For example, prioroto the new system, property offenders composed 
approximately 62 percent of all pri son commitments. Foll owing the enactment of the 
guidelines, approximately 49 percent of alf prison commitments were for property 
offenses. 51 

While the rate of incarceration was decreasing, the prison population was 
slightly inc'teasing. 52 The increase may be due to the effect of the gtiideHne 

o 

system on two c~tegories of offenders. nrst, repeat offenders convicted of 
serious crimes were being imprisoned more consistently and for longer periods of 
time; second,a larger proportion of offenCiers~were being incarcerated for person 
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offenses. Prior to guidelines, approximately 32 percent of priso~~ommitments were 
for person offenses. Following the use of the guidelines, this number jumped to 46 
percent. 53 Although more person offenders were being imprisoned under the 
guideline system, they were serving shorter sentences than they would have under 
the previous system, 54 pr~¥ided they had limited criminal histories. 

Guideline sentencing seems to have reduced disparity in Minnesota. Of the 
first 5,500 sentences imposed under the new system, only 6.2 percent were n 
departures from the grid. 55 Less than one percent ~f the presumptive sentences 
have been,appealed.56 It should also be noted that the number of trials has not 
increased, nor has court processi ng time changed appreci ablY. 

The decrease in rate of State incarceration occurred simultaneously with an 
" increase in the rate of offenders serving time in local jails or 
workhouses.: •• This rate has increased from approximately 35 percent in fiscal year 
1978 to approximately 46 percent in 1980-1981."57 

In general,' the use of guidelines has meade it more difficult to incarcerate 
property offenders and has reduced tne time that certain offenders who commit 
person offenses must serve in prison. As a result, some Minnesota prosecutors have 
attempted to circumvent the system byOengagin~ in a practice known as "making 
book." This occurs when prosecutors pursue multiple convictions in a case for 
which normal practice would be to seek conviction on the top charge only. The 
objective- is to increase. an offender's criminal history score so as to increase 
the severity of sentences for anY future convictions. 

At the Silme time the prosecutors began to "make book" on offenders, a deci si on 
by the Minnesota State Supreme Court indirectly pressured the Minnesota Sentencing 
Guidelines Commiss.ion into changing the mechanism used to score criminal histories. 
The change which the Commission made allowed the first conviction obtained in a 
multiple conviction case to be counted as a prior criminal offense when computing 
th~~criminal score for the remaining charges. 58 There was no connection between 

o 
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this change and the actions of the prosecutors, but it resulted in compounding the 
effect of "making book." 

The Commission viewed the combination of the new scoring mechanism and the 
practice of "mak~ng book" as a serious threat to the objectives of the guidelines. 
Addressing this problem, the Commission modified the sentencing guidelines on 
November 1, 1983. The dispositional line was revised so that offenders are not 
subject to presumptive sentences to state prison for severity level I, II, and III 
ofiens'e5~ unless they have had multiple prior placements with community 
corrections. 

Minnesota's state prison population has begun to reach full capacity. This 
was predicted at the onset of the guideline system and provisi?ns were built into 
the system to address the problem. As a result, the Sentencing Guideline 
Commission made the following tw~ changes: first, effective November 1, 1983 
presumptive sentences for severity level I, II, and III offenses were reduced; 
second, good time could now be applied to the mandatory minimum sentence. 

The Commis.sion also plans to consider further modjficati'ons to the sentencing 
guidelines. They will consider revising the criminal history score so that prior 

- 0 

property offenses receive less weight than prior person offenses and they will 
('/ 

consider modifications in the sentence lengths for severity level IV, V, and vI'" 
offenses. 59 I') 

Pennsylvania (Indeterminate/Guidelines) D 

Sentencing guidelines took effect July 22~ 1982, and prOVide minimum ranges 
for all misdemeanors and felonies. The guidelines are used to determine both 
whether to incarcerate, and for how long. The Underlying sentencing structure is 

o 
indeterminate, with judges setting both the minimum suggested by the guidelines .and 
the maximum. The parole release fUnction was maintained. There are no provisions 
for':good time credit. Guideline computation is performed for the court by the 
local probation department. If a suggested sentence is determined to"be 
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inappropriate, the judge may impose a sentence outside the guideline, and must 
specify the reasons in a written statement. Mandatory minimum sentencing 
provisions went into effect June 6, 1982, and apply to selected serious offenses 
when committed either Cal with a firearm, (b) withi~ seven years of another 
conviction, or (c) in or near public transportation facilities. 

The newness ~f the Pennsylvania guideline system has precluded any definitive 
impact analysis. However, it has been reported that non-compliance most frequently 
occurred in cases for which the guidelines provided only a narrow range of 
sentencing possibilities. 60 Initial non-compliance was so problematicF:hat the 
ranges were widened. After revision, the increased compliance was attributed to 
courts being allowed input as to how the guideline system would be implemented in 

their jurisdiction.61 

Summary 

Sentencing structures vary widely 'tn the' amount of discretion allowed; they' 
al so vary with respect to the diffusionofinfl uence among'""'the various persons and 
institutions that determine the penalties actually incurr~\y convicted ~ffen~e~s. 
The exercise of relatively unconstrained discretion has been blamed for dlsparltles 

co among similar cases, system'atic discrimination against minorities, and inappropri-

ate release of dangerous offenders. () 

Determinate sentencing can be viewed as a device for concentrating sentencing 
discretion in the courts. Sentencing guidelines and presumptive sentencing 
represent efforts to structure the exercise of that discretion and to make the 
courts more accountable for sentencing decisions. 

" 

Determinate sentencing has been implemented in some states without effective 
constraints on judicial discretion. In Indiana, the legislatively prescribed 

\s, 

ranges are broad, and the courts can vary sentence 1 ength drasti ca 11y through thei r 
handl ingof aggravating and o mitigating circumstances. In Maine, there are no 
legislatively pres1c:ribed mandatory sentences or lower limits; judges may specify 
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any determinate sentence up to a relatively unconstraining upper limit. In both 
states, the introduction of determinate sentencing has been accompanied by 
increases in the rate of imprisonment, increases in the average time served, and 
dramatic increases in prison populations. However, it is unclear whether the 
introduction of determinate sentencing produced the increases or merely permitted 
the continuation of pre-existing trends. 

Perhaps the most important effect of a change from indeterminate tu 
determinate sentencing is that it makes sentencing easier tocunders\aqd. Both the 
public and convicted offenders can more readily determine how much ureal time" is 
likely to be served in particular cases. Moreover~ concentrating the bulk of 
re~ponsibility for sentence length in a single authority - the court - facilitates 
the study of sentencing patterns, increases the potential for ~ccountability, and 
makes it easier to structure the exercise of discretion. 

, 

Of the nine states that have adopted determinate ~entenCing, six have adopted 
o 

presumptive sentencing or sentencing guidelines in an attempt to structure the 
exercise of judicial discretion. In addition, several states have adopted or 
experimented with sentencing guidelines within indeterminate systems. The most 
tightly structured and most thoroughly sf'udied systems are the presumptive 
sentenci ng sys1'em operating in Cal iforni a and the sentencing guidel i nes system 

o 

operating in Minnesota. 
o 

Comeliance. Sentencing guidelines and other presumptive sentencing structures 
embody public policy regarding the goals of sentencing and the legitimacy of 
specific criteria. Formal compliance with such structures "appears to depend on 
the legal authority of an innovation and whether it is subject to credible 
enforcement mechanisms."62 For example, compliance was inconsistent ;n three 
Michigan jurisdictions experimenting with guidelines; indeed, some judges openqy 
refused to use the guidelines, claiming they constituted an unwarranted restriction 
on judicial discretion. In contrast, the rate of formal compliance has been very 
high in California and Minnesota, where exceptional sentences require explicit 
justification. 
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Circumvention. Even in Minnesota and California, court room participants have 
to some extent been abl~ to use the new structures as instruments for the exercise 
of discretion.1n Minnesota, some prosecutors have engaged in a practice know as 
"making book"; multiple convictions are sought for single arrests in order to 
increase the criminal history scoreS that would be applicable to future 
convictions. In California, aggravating and,mitigating circumstances, sentence 
enhancements, and probation disqualifiers have become "bargaining chips" In plea 
negotiations; if a prosecutor agrees to drop an allegation in exchange for a guilty 
plea, the benefits to th,e defendant are easily understood. Thi s appears to have 
resulted 4n a hig~er rate of guilty pleas and earlier guilty pleas in California. 
However, thet':a. does not appear to have been any systemati c shi ft of control over 
plea bargaintng from jud9:s to prosecutors. Instead, jurisdictions in which plea 
bargaining had previously been dominated by judges continued t9 be judge-dominated. 
Moreover, the increased importance of se,rtence bargaining (under determinate 
sentencing) appears to have increased the influence of judges somewhat, even in 
prosecutor-dominated jurisdi~tions. 

[) 

Disparity and discrimination. Because guidelines and other presumptive 
systems incorporate the sentencing criteria officially considered legitimate, 
formal compliance definitionally precludes unwarranted disparity and 
discriminat;on~ ~Thej?eterminate sentencing law in California has substantially 
reduced the variability in sentence lengths for a number of offenses (relative to 
time. served under the indeterminate system), and it has virtually eliminated the 
systematic djfference between sentence lengths for males and females convicted of 
similar crimes. likewise, the Minnesota guidelines have been credited with 
reducing disparities among sentences for offenders who are )'similarly situated, II as 
defined by conviction offense and criminal history score. However, most of the 
available literature has etamined disparity and discrimination in relation to 
conviction offense (sometimes in combination ~ith other factors); it is uncertain 
whether or in which instances disparity andd~1criminatio~ might have been 
perpet.uated thr.ough adjustments in pl ea bargai ning practices. 63 
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Severity. There has been a nationwide trend toward mandatory incarcercation ~J 

and longer peri ods of i ncarcerati on. Comparable trends have been observed inmost " ~ 
of the states that have adopted determinate sentencing and/or sentencing 
g~idelines. Among the states reviewed in this section, rates of imprisonment given 

-ionviction increased following changes in sentencing structut'e in California, 
III inois, and Maine. Average sentence lengths and time served increased in 
California, Indiana, Maine, and for more serious offenses in Illinois and Maryland. 
In most cases, however, these increases continued trends which began· prior to the 
introduction of new systems. In Minnesota, sentencing guidelines have apparently 
been successful in altering the sentence mix; overall rates of imprisonment given 
conviction have decreased slightly, while incarceration rates and average sentence 
lengths have increase for more serious offenders and decreased for less serious 
offenders. 

o 

Prison populations. Prison populations have increased in every state , 
reviewed, in most cases continuing trends that began before the adoption of new 
sentencing structures. However, the increases were especially sharp in two states, 
Mai ne and Indi ana, where defe'rmi nate sentenci ng was adopted)wi thout effective 
constraints on sentencing discretion. 

Feedback. As noted in Section V, it is important to provide formal feedback 
mechanisms to compensate for the loss of flexibility accompanying the introduction 
of determinate sentencing and presumptive sentencing structures. For example, 
Minnesota has provisions for revising its sentencing guidelines if prison 
,populations 7xceed 95 percent ,of prison capacity; Michigan makes inmates eligible 
'for parole consideration 90 days early when prisons are overcrowded; and the 
California Board of Prison Terms reviews sentence dispar'ity'and good time 6redits. 
The Mihnesota Guidelines Commission has been especially diligent in monitoring 
compliance with the guidelines and evaluating changes in case processing that 
may circumvent the intent of the guidelines. As a result, the Commission has been 
able to modify the guidelines to keep prison populations within capac1tY~cC.nd,to 
prevent "inflation" of criminal history scores. Explicit feedback mechanisms 
permit adjustments in system operation while increasing the likelihood that such 
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adjustments will be consistent with the public policy embodied in the formal 
sentencing structure. 
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APPENDIX 

SUMMARIES OF SENTENCING STRUCTURES 
IN EACH OF THE FIFTY STATES 

,,. 

\J 

Most of the ~aterials i~~his Appendix ~as b~en ex~rac~ed with minor ed;ti~g 8 
from a report entItled, uJudlclal and ExecutlVe DIscretIon Inthe Sentencing 
Proc~ss: Analysis of Sta,te Felony Code Provisions," published in 1982 by the 
InstItute for Advanced St;)udies in Justice at American University. (Quotati'on marks 
ha~e.been omitted to improve readability.) The reader should refer directly to the 
orIgInal report for more detailed descriptions of sentencing structures in each 
state. 

ALABAMA (Indeterminate/Range) o 

The court is'\authorized to set a fi~ed term of years within a broad 
sentencing range provided by st~tute for each offense .cla§s. co The 
sentence imposed by the court becomes the maximum amount of time for 
which an.offender can be incarcerated. The parol ing authority may 
release the offender following service of one-third of the sentence ' 
imposed, less good conduct reductions, or following service of ten years, 
whichever ;s less. An earlier release may take place with a unanimous. 
affirmative vote of the Parole Board. 

ALASKA (I ndetermi nate/Range) 

The court sets a fixed term of years within a broad sentencing range 
provided statutorily for each offense class. This sentence becomes the 
maximum amountpf time an offender" can remain in prison. The paroling 
authority may release an offender after one-third of the term is served. 

AR I ZONA (I n~etenn; na te/Pres urnpt; ve) c" 

The court 1ats a. fi xed term of years on the basi s of statutorily 
prescribed \presumptivesentences for each offense class. The sentence 
imposed becomes the maximum amount of time for which an offender can be 
incarcerated, with the actual release date dete'Hnined by the parole 
authori ty. 

ARKANSAS ('l ndetermi na te/Range) 

The judge sets a fixed term of years within a broad sentencing range 
prescribed by statute for each offense class. This fixed term becomes 
the maximum term for which an offender can be incarcerated. The paroling 
author.ity has di scretion to. set the.rartual rel ease date before the fun 
sentence ;s served. ~ ~, 

CALIFORNIA (Determinate/Presumptivjv. 

The court sets a fixed term on tbe basis of specific, legislatively 
suggested presumptive sentences. tbr each offense class. The presumptive 
umid u term must be imposed unless mitigating and/or aggravating 
circumstances exist. The sentence imposed must be served in full minus 
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good time reductions. The possibility of an early parole release 
decision has been eliminated, and the offender undergoes a parole term 
after completing his sentence, minus good time. 

COLORADO (Determinate/Presumptive) 

The sentencing authority sets a fixed term of imprisonment within very 
narrow statutorily suggested penalty ranges for each offense class. The 
sentence imposed must be served in full minus good-time and other 
sentence reductions permitted by statute. A one year parole term must be 
served in addition to the sentence imposed. The possibility for an early 
parole release decision has been eliminated. 

CONNECTICUT (Determinate/Range) 

Pursuant to legislation effective July 1, 1981, the court must order a 
definite term of imprisonment within broad statutorily prescribed limits 
established fo\" each offensE""class. Parole is nO longer available and 
the offender must serve in full the sentence imposed minus applicable 
good time reductions. 

DELAWARE (Indet~rminate/Upper Limit) 
""'-

Certain offenses carry a mandatory miniI]U~I~R~:iSQJl J~~ and, in such 
cases, the Parole Board does not} have tfie~authorlty7to release. an 
offender prior to expiration of'the mandatory minimum period. In all 
other cases, the court sets a fixed term of imprisonment within limits 
prescribed by statute for each class of offenses. This term becomes the 
maximum amount of time an offender can be incarcerated. The release date 
is determined by the Board of Parole, anti can occur after an offender has 
served one-third of his sentence, minus good time, unless a mandatory 
minimum term has been imposed by the court. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Indeterminate/Range) 
o 

The court sets the'minimum-maximum terms within the limits defined by 
statute. The paroling authority sets the actual release date within this 
indefinite term of years. An offender is usually released following the 
expiration of the minimum term; it is within the discretion of the Parole 
Board, however, to release the offender prior to the expiration of the 
minimum term. 

r.:; 

FLORIDA (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

The court sets a fixed term of years limited only by the legislatively 
prescribed maximum. The Parole Board determines the actual release date 
at some point before the expiration of the term set by the court. 
Release decisions are guided by presumptive parole guidelines. 

GEORGIA (Indeterminate/Range) 

The judge, limited by the statutorily prescribed ranges, sets a fixed 
te,rm of imprisonment. The Parole Board sets the actual release date, the 
term set by the judge becoming the maximum term for which an offender can 
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be imprisoned. Most offenders serve one-thi~d of the~r sentence.bef?re 
parole consideration. Some are paroled ea~lle~, provlded a.h~arlng 1S 
held and the district attorneY and sentenclng Judge are not1fled. 

HAWAII (Indeterminate/Upper limit) 

The court imposes a fixed term of incarceration which is the (),. 
legislatively prescribed maximum term. The paroling authority sets the 
minimum term within six months of conviction. 

IDAHO (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

The court fixes the sentence term at the maximum permitted by statute for 
each offense, a period not less than two years. The actual date of 
release and the minimum term are decided by the paroling authority. 

ILLINOIS (Determinate/Range) 

The judge sets a fi xed term of years, based upon 1 eg is 1 ati ve ly prescri bed 
sentence ranges for each class of offense. For classes 2-4 ~he range of 
permissible sentences is significantly les~ than that prescr1be~ for the 
other offense classes which involve more severe crimes. There 1S no 
parole release function. 

t;. 

'INDIANA (Determinate/Presumptive) 

The judge has broad discr~tion to fix a t.erm of incarc~ration within 
presumptive ranges establ1shed by statute. A presumptlVe te~ f.or any 
cl ass of offenses may be increased or decreased due to aggravcltlng or 
mitigati ng ci rcumstances. The offender must serve the sentenc;e imposed 
in full less good time. 

IOWA (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 
<'.'] 

The court sets a fixed term of imprisonment within the limits prescribed 
by statute for each offense class. The actual date of release/is within 
the discretion of the "Parole Board, limited only by the term imposed by 
the court, which becomes the maximum period for which an offender can be 
incarcerated • 

KANSAS (Indeterminate/Range) 

The court fixes themin;mum and maximum terms of imprisonment within 
statutori ly provided mi nimum-max;,mum sentence ranges for each off.en~e 
class. The paroling authority sets the actual date of release wlth1n the 
sentence range'lmposeg by the court.--==il,., 0 

KENTUCKY (Indeter~te/Range) 
The c0

9
urt imposes a flat, single t~rrit of years according to the t.,;" 

permissible sentence ranges establlshed by statu,te fo~ each offensetiY" 
class. The term imposed by the court becomes the maX1mum term that can 
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be served by the offender. The paroling authority se\ts the actual date 
of release, limited only by the maximum imposed by the court. 

LOUISANA (Indeterminate/Range)' 

The court sentences an offender to a fi xed term of years wh; ch is wi th; no 
the range provided by statute for the offense. The sentence imposed by 
the court is the maximum time the offender must serve. The actual 
release date is set by the Parole Board. 

MAINE (Determinate/Upper Limit) 

The court sets a fixed term of years to b~ served in full. In imposing 
the.sentence, the court is limited only by a legislatively prescribed 
maXlmum for each offense class and may set the penalty anywhere up to 
that maximum. The sentence imposed may be reduced only py good-time and 
other statutorily permitted sentence reductions. Parole has been 
abolished. 

MARYLAND (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

The maximum penalty for each offense is provided by statute and the court 
sets a fixed term of years which does not exceed the statutory maximum 
for those offenses for which a minimum and maximum sentence range is 
statutorily prescribed. The court may set the penalty below the 
statutory minimum unless it is mandatory. The actual date of release is 
within the discretion of the Parole Board which considers the offender 
for \?~role,fol1ow!ng service. of one-fifth of the term imposed, and in 
cert411n cases, prlor to serVlce of one-fifth of the definite term. There 
is n1 parole function. 

MASSACHUSETTS (Indeterminate/Range) 
u 

The court sets a minimum and maximum term of imprisonmen~with;n the 
limits established by law. The Parole Board sets the actual date of 
release. In all cases, deductions can reduce the minimum or maximum time 
to be served and the time an offender must serve before becoming eligible 
for parole. 

MICHIGAN (Indetermtnate/Upper Limit) 

The court sets the minimum term of incarceration and imposes a maximum 
term prescribed by law. The offender can be eligible for parole after 
serving the minimum term, minus good-time, except where the minimum must 
be served in full. Q) 

MINNESOTA (Determintate/Guidelines) 

The trial judge sets a fixed term of imprisonment based on sentencing 
guidelines. The guidelines consist of a grid that utilizes information 
about the type of offense (seriousness) and the type of offender 
(crimina~ history). Each cell of the guideline grid indicates the 
presumptlve sentences for defendants who are similar with respect to the 
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'.NORTH DAKOTA (Indeterminate/Upper j.imit) 

The court imposes a fixed term of years p~escribed by l~w for eac~ 
offense class. This term becomes the maXlmum term for lncarceratlon. 

I," Unless specifically authorized the court do~s.not impose a minimum t~nn 
but leaves the actual date of release (or mlnlmum term) to the parollng 
authority. 

OHIO (Indeterminate/Range) 

The maximum sentence must not exceed that prescribed by statute and the 
minimum term must.not exceed one-half of the m~ximum. The court sets the 
minimum-maximum liinits for the offender1s sentence in accordance with the 
fixed maximum sentence and choice of four possible minimum sentences= 
provided by statute for each offense class. Within this term imposed by 
the court, the Parole Board sets the actual release date. 

OKLAHOMA (I ndetermi nate/Upper Limit) 
ii, 

Maximum senteru:e terms are provided by statute for each off~nse. The 
court imposes a fixed number of years which becomes the maXlmum amount of 
time for which an offender can be incal-cerated. Th~ actual date of 
release is within .the discretion of the Parole Sbard, which considers an 
offender for parole following service of aile-third of the definite term 
imposed. In rare cases, the court may, as an alternative, impose an 
indeterminateosentence. 

OREGON (I nde.termi nate/Upper Limit) 
IJ • 

The court imposes a fixed term of years which is within the maximum 
permitted by statute for the applicable offense class. This sentence 
becomes the maximum amount of time for which an offender can be 
incarcerated; the actual date of release is within the discretion of the 
Parole Board which u~es" guidel ines that it has developed to determine. the 
release date for eacH' ol:;fender. 

PENNSYLVANIA (Indeterminate/Guidelines) 
o 

The court" sets the '~inimum and maximum terms for imprisonment. The 
actual date of release is within the discretion of t~Parole Baord, which 
generally releases offenders at the expiration of the minimum term, for 
those, serving a minimum term of more than two years. Offenders ~ho are 
serving a minimum term of less than two years may be released prlor to 
serving the minimum term • 

RHODE ISLAND (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

The court sets a maximum sentence within the penalty prescribed by 
statute for each offense. This term becomes the maximum time for which 
an offender ~an be incarcerated. The actual date of release is within 
the discretion of the Parole Board, which can release the offender after 
one-third of the term imposed by the court has been served. 

o 
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instant offense and prior criminal history. The guidelines ,indicate 
those defendants who should and those that should not be incarcerated, 
and the presumptive range of sentence lengths for those incarcerated. If 
the judge imposes a different type of sentence from that prescribed, or " 
a sentence outs'ide the presumptive range, the reasons for the sentence 
must be given in writing. Minnesota abolished pCl.role release decision 
making but retained the availability of good time credit. Post 
incarceration community supervision is required for all pe'rsons sentenced 
to prison. ., 

MISSISSl,PPI ,j:hdeterminate/Upper Limit) 

Penalties are defined by statute for each offense rath~r than by class of 
offense, with a maximum prescribed for each. In all but capital cases 
the trial judge sets,.,a fixed, single term of years,oup to the maximum 
prescribed by law, which becomes the maximum term which the offender must 
serve. Offenders are el igib 1 e for parol e consideration after one year. 

MISSOURI (Indeterminate/Upper Limit~ 

Therear-e four cJas'ses of felonies, each carrying a broad range of years 
from which a single term can be choseQ. Upoocconviction, .i:he jufY 
recommends the term~ The judge, who makes the final decis10n can not 
increase the recommended term (except for)"dangerous and/or "persi stent ll 

offenders) • There a.re mandatory minimum terms for "armed criminal 
action ll

' and mandatory incarcerations for "persistent" or "dang~rous" 
offenders. 

The term set becomes the maximum period for which the Offender can be 
held prior to cOflditional releas.e, but the Parole Board rHay order release 
before the maxirrt'1.:lm is served. - . . ' 

MONTANA (Indeterminate/Upper, Limit) 

The court sets'a flat term of years on the basis of suggested p~nalties, 
specified by statute" for each offense. This term becomes the maximum 
amount of time an offender can'be incarcerated. The Parole Board can 
determi ne the actual date.ofre 1 ease at 'any tir:1e within the maximum term 
imposed by the court. An ~ffender becomes eligible for parole when he ' 
has served either 6fie-third o~one-half of his sentence, depending upon 
whether he has been desigftated by the sentencing court as a nnon
dangerous" or "dangerous" offender, as defined by statute. 

~EBRASKA (Indeterminate/Rang~) 

A mi nimum-maximum. sentence range. for each offense is provided by statute. 
Within this range, the court sets eitherOthe minimum and.maximum period ", 
;of i ncarcerati on, or Simply the maximum term, thereby all ow; ng the " 
statutorily prescribed minimum term to a~ply. The Parole Boa~d setsothe c 

actual release date at some time before th~ maximum term expires~" Good 
time reductions may red.uce the minimum term'~ :) 
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NEVADA (Indeterminate/Range) 

The court sentences offenders to fixed terms of imprisonment within the 
limits prescr,jbed by statute for each offense. The paroling authority _ 
has discretion to release offenders after they serve one-third of their 
definite sentence. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE (Indet~rminate/Ran~e) ---. 

The court sets both a minimum and maximum term within the limits 
prescribed by statute for each class of offenses. The Parole Board sets 
the actual date of release within this sentence range. Release on parole 
usually occursdoll owi ng service of the.mimimum term imposed 1 ess any 
applicable deductions for good ~onduct. 

NEW JERSEY (Indeterminate/Presumptive),. 

The court impos~s a ili':tutori ly prescri bed fi xed sentence unl ess 
mitigating or aggravating circumsti.'nces exist. In such cases, the term 
may be decreased or increased within the limits set by statute. The 
actual release date ;s determined by the Parole Board. The court has the 
authority to imp9se a minimum term which must be served before an . 
offender can be eligible for parole. 

NEW MEXICO (Determinate/Presumptive) 

The court must impose the appropriate fixed term provided by statute for 
each offense degree unless mitigating or aggravating circumstances exist, 
in which cas~ the sentence is increased or d~creasedaccordingly. T~e 

//cerm imposed j s a fi xe.d term of years to be served in' full, mi nus good
"tiOie. The possibility of an early parole release decision has been 

eli mi nated. The judge' includes in the sentence a peri od 9f parole to be 
served after,< compl eti on of the" Pf;,; son t~rm. c.J ':: / 

I 
NEW YORK (jndeterminate/Range)l' .• 

For most felonies the court sets both the minimuni"and the maximum 
sentence term w'ithin the limits provided by statute for each offens~ 
class. The minimum tenn must be at least one' year and not more,. than one 
third tif the maximum term imposed. Th~ maximum term must be at least 
three years. The offender is eligible for parole after serving the 
minimum term imposed by the court. 

NORTH CAROLINA (Determinate/Presumptive) 

The court must impose a specific presumptive sentence, based on fixed 
senteri'ce terms provided by statute for each offense, IJnl ess aggravating 
and/or mitigating circumstances exist, in which case thecl>entence may" be 
increased or decreased. All felons convicted after July 1" 1981 ~re 
paroled ninety days before expiration of their term, minus :good time, and 
are unconditionally released at the end of the ninety day period lJnless ,. 
they have violated parole conditions. II 
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SOUTH CAROLINA (Indetermi nate/Range) 

The court impases a fi xed term of years with; n the "1 imitsfi xed by 
statute far the specific .offense. This sentence bec'bmes the maximum 
amaunt .of time for which an .offender can be incarcerated. The paroling 
autharity may release the offender priar ta serving the full term ~ 
impased. In most cases, an .offender must serve at least .one-third of the 
sentence impased ta became eligible for parole consideratian. 

SOUTH DAKOTA (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

Felanies are divided by statute inta eight classes, each of which has a 
maximum penalty attached. The court imposes a fixed term .of years, which 
becomes the maximum terni an .offender can be incarcerated. The parale 
autharity has discretian ta determine the actual release date. First 
offenders ~re e1igiole for parole after serving one-faurth of their 
sentence. " 0 

TENNESSEE (Indeterminate/Lower Limit) /, 
</ 

Far Cl~ss X affen~es, (a total o.t elev~nare- specified by statute), the 
caurt lmpases. a flXed term, .of years ta be served, in full ,PY' the offende,r. 
For al! ather of~enses, a{Jrn-inimum-maximum term is set. T;he paroling' 
authar1 ty determl nes the actual reJ ease date,'; n accardan!ce w,ith 0 

statutary pravisians. \1, ,. 

TEXAS (Indeterminate/Range) 

Sentence ranges are prescribed by statute far each offense degree. The 
jury, when impasing sentence, fixes a term of years which becames the 
maximum sentence. If the sentence is impasedby the judge, however, a 
minimum-maximum range is set. In both caseS', the Parale Baard determines 
the actual rate gt release. . , 

,; \' '.'.= 
UTAH (I nde~ermi nate/Range) '/ 

, \ C II 
T~e.caurt.~ets, the minimum~maxijnu,p. 'terms~ of imprisanment within" the~' 
llmlts def1ned by statute for each class of offenses. The actual oate .of 
rel ease is with in the di scretian of the Par'ale Baard. 

V~RMONT (Indeterminate/Range) 

Spectr:i c permi ssib 1 e sentence ranges are pravided by statute for each 
a~fe~se. The caurt "sets the maximum· and minimum terms .of impr; sanment 
wlthln the sentenc~ ra~ge« provided. b~ statute. Parole can be granted' 
only after the eXplratlan".of the mlnlmum term imposed. 

II 

VIRGINIA (Indeterminate/Range) 

The courtois required by statute tcLimpase a minimum and maximum tenn of 
confi nem!=nt wi thi n the 1 imits set by Q statute for each offense clas-s. The 
Parole Board ,deter.mines the actual i:late "of release in accordancew-ith 
statlJtary proyisian,s. . 

---~-------~---~----------------------------------------
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WASHINGTON (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

Three classes of felonies, each with a prescribed maximum sentence limit, 
are established by statue. The, court impases a'flat, single term of 
years which is the maximum amount of time during which an offender can 
be in~arcerated. Within this maximum periad, the paroling authority 
determines the actual length of sentence and releas~ date. 

o 

WEST VIRGINIA (Indeterminate/Range) 

The court imposes an indefinite term, settin9 thevmin;m~mand maximum 
terms within the limits defined by statute for the appllcable offense. 
The ~arole Baard considers an offender for parale after the offender has 
served the minimum period .of the sentence impased. 

WISCONSIN (Indeterminate/Upper Limit) 

The court impases a fixed term of years within the maximum term 
prescribed by statute for the a~plicable offense class~ This term 
becomes the maximum term far WhlCh an .offender can be lncarcerated. The 
paraling authority may parole an .offender at any time after he has served 
one-half of the'teM!! imposed. 

WYOMING (Indeterminate/Range) 

The court fixes an indefinite term of imprisanment, setting bath a 
minimum and a maximum term within the limits set by statute for each 
offense. The Parole Baard sets the actual date of release within the 

"sentence range.impased by the Court. 
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